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I. INTRODUCTION

Although much has been written about patent infringement and patent damages, the full causative relation between the two represents comparatively unexplored territory. Patent infringement is considered a form of tort that originates from the Patent Act. Generally, tort law requires a plaintiff to show both but-for and proximate cause before recovery will be awarded. In the negligence realm, the mere fact that an accident occurred and someone suffered an injury is not sufficient to support recovery. Rather, the law requires factual and legal cause between the defendant’s conduct and the plaintiff’s legally cognizable harm. As part of a line of cases analyzing statutory torts, the Supreme Court has held that proximate cause is presumed for statutory causes of action. More recently, the Supreme Court’s 2018 WesternGeco opinion refers to proximate cause in the patent context but provides no guidance into its implementation or structure into this system. It is evident that a full analysis of proximate cause for the patent system is overdue. This Article picks up that task and offers the analysis that has been lacking in patent law for the incorporation of the doctrine for all forms of monetary damages.

Proximate cause asks whether imposing liability in a particular case is consonant with the law’s purpose. Significantly, this label has two components. First, the phrase “proximate cause” refers to “cause,” which has been considered a question of fact that examines the relation between the tortious act and the plaintiff’s harm. Second, proximate cause is a policy based judgment that limits the legal consequences of a defendant’s actions even where those actions are illegal, tortious or wrongful. As one court states, “the phrase ‘proximate cause’ is shorthand for the policy-based judgment that not all factual causes contributing to an injury should be legally cognizable causes.”

---

3. Id. at 264.
4. Id. at 264-65.
5. Lexmark Int’l., Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118, 132 (2014) (“[W]e generally presume that statutory cause of action is limited to plaintiffs whose injuries are proximately caused by violations of the statute”).
Judge Andrews’ *Palsgraf* dissent, this element has been put into place “because of convenience, of public policy, of a rough sense of justice, the law arbitrarily declines to trace a series of events beyond a certain point.”

Proximate cause was primarily developed in the state courts in the consideration of negligence decisions. It is not a model of clarity. Juries evidence confusion with the standard. There is no single clear definition. As one treatise describes: “[t]here is perhaps nothing in the entire field of law which has called forth more disagreement, or upon which the opinions are in such a welter of confusion.” This has been attributed to the fact that the doctrine’s policies have changed, vary across jurisdictions and differ when applied to disparate factual contexts.

Since its inception, proximate cause has been extended beyond common law torts to certain statutory causes of action. These include several with civil enforcement provisions, including antitrust, false advertising and securities fraud causes of action. Recently, a limited number of appellate patent cases considered proximate cause as an appropriate limitation on the types of damages awarded in patent cases concerning lost profits. For reasonable royalty awards, model jury instructions do not include any information on causation. Although

---

12 Peter C. Haley, *Paradigms of Proximate Cause*, 36 *TORT & INS. L.J.* 147, 149 (2000) (“[T]ort actions have been the subject of most of the judicial and scholarly attention devoted to proximate cause”).
14 *Prosser & Keeton on Torts*, supra note 2, § 41, at 263.
15 See James Fleming Jr. & Roger F. Perry, *Legal Cause*, 60 YALE L. J. 761, 784 (1951) (“It should be noted at this point that many courts and legal writers have stressed the fact that policy considerations underlie the doctrine of proximate cause. Of course they do, but the policies actually involved often fail to get explicit treatment.”) (footnoted omitted); *Prosser & Keeton on Torts*, supra note 2, § 41, at 263-64.
16 Sperino, supra note 9, at 1199-1200, 1216, 1228.
17 Id. at 1216-19, 1228-30.
proximate cause has centuries of precedent in other areas of law, it is an under-theorized and under-developed in the patent context. This Article seeks to remedy that by examining the doctrine and how it might be applied to facilitate patent law’s purposes in both the lost profits and reasonable royalty contexts. In addition, this Article provides several specific examples of instances where the doctrine of proximate cause can be applied to a patent infringement reasonable royalty analysis. Fundamentally, this preview of the application of proximate cause to the reasonable royalty context demonstrates the manner in which this doctrine can open up a policy space that will avoid some forms of injustice that are currently plaguing the patent system.

This Article proceeds in several steps. First, the context of the recent cases in this area are examined. Second, the significant principles of proximate cause are outlined. Third, the Supreme Court’s application of proximate cause to statutory civil actions is examined. Fourth, this Article examines several examples where proximate cause can be applied to patent liability determinations. Among this includes the extraterritorial reach of U.S. patent rights. Further, the Article will discuss how the doctrine can be used to fine-tune liability where the plaintiff’s contribution to the defendant’s implementation is minimal and the social benefits of the defendant’s infringement is significant and predominant. Further, so as to better adjust liability to accord with the purposes of the patent system, proximate cause must be used to analyze damages where apportionment becomes complex as a result of multiple plaintiffs seeking recovery against the same infringing implementation. The doctrine can be used to limit liability where patents are asserted against numerous parties that include manufacturers, sellers and consumer users. In addition, this Article makes the argument that proximate cause can provide a lens to consider the manner in which some forms of infringement are part of the background risk of creativity and innovation.

II. WESTERNECO AND ITS INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

A. The WesternGeco Decision and its Early Progeny

Since the earliest part of the nineteenth century, courts have held that domestic patent law does not apply to conduct that occurs outside the country. As a consequence, federal statutes are presumed to apply to conduct within the U.S and no further. This presumption against extraterritoriality is based on comity, a principle which recognizes that all nations are empowered to make the laws that govern their territories. These decisions are driven by the concern

---

20 See, e.g., The Schooner Exch. v. McFaddon, 11 U.S. 116, 147 (1812) (“[T]he Exchange, being a public armed ship, in the service of a foreign sovereign . . . should be exempt from the jurisdiction of the country”).

21 WesternGeco III, 138 S. Ct. at 2134.

22 Hilton v. Guyot, 159 U.S. 113, 164 (1895) (“[R]ecognition which one nation allows within its territory to the legislative, executive or judicial acts of another nation, having due
that applying domestic law outside the nation’s borders imposes “the sovereign will of the United States onto conduct occurring within the territorial jurisdiction of another sovereign.”23 Unless there is an exception, federal statutes are presumed to have no territorial power in order to operationalize “the respect sovereign nations afford each other by limiting the reach of their laws.”24 A number of recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions confirm these long-held principles.25

As the world becomes more interconnected, considerations beyond comity emerge. Treaties, protocols, and other forms of international cooperation require countries to create laws that conform to their international obligations. Under some circumstances, Congress has enacted laws that stretch across our borders to reach conduct overseas. To determine whether any particular statute has extraterritorial effect, and thereby rebutting the presumption against extraterritoriality, the courts examine a two-part test developed in the Supreme Court’s RJR Nabisco v. European Community.26 First, the court examines “whether the statute gives a clear, affirmative indication that it applies extraterritorially.”27 If the answer is yes, the court may apply the statute to extraterritorial conduct.28 If the answer is no, then the court must examine the statute’s focus to determine whether the case involves domestic application of the statute.29 If the conduct that is within the statute’s focus took place in the U.S., then the statute will be deemed applicable even if some relevant conduct also occurred abroad.30 However, if this occurred entirely in a foreign country,

regard both to international duty and convenience, and to the rights of its own citizens, or of other persons who are under the protection of its laws”.

23 Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 569 U.S. 108, 121 (2013). See also F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. v. Empagran S.A., 542 U.S. 155, 167 (2004) (observing that “several foreign nations” have advised the Court that “to apply [U.S.] remedies would unjustifiably permit their citizens to bypass their own less generous remedial schemes, thereby upsetting a balance of competing considerations that their own domestic antitrust laws embody”).

24 Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. California, 509 U.S. 764, 817 (1993); Am. Banana Co. v. United Fruit Co., 213 U.S. 347, 356 (1909) (“But the general and almost universal rule is that the character of an act as lawful or unlawful must be determined wholly by the law of the country where the act is done” and that any other result would be “contrary to the comity of nations.”).


26 RJR Nabisco, Inc., 136 S. Ct. at 2101.

27 Id.

28 Id.

29 Id.

30 Id.
then this is an impermissible extraterritorial application of U.S. law and relief will be denied.\textsuperscript{31}

In June 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court decided a patent case which has implications for these principles, \textit{WesternGeco LLC v. ION Geophysical Corp (WesternGeco III)}\textsuperscript{32}. The patentee, Western Geco, asserted four patents claiming technologies used to search for oil and gas under the ocean floor.\textsuperscript{33} The claims described improvements to a system that relied on long streamers equipped with sensors that were suspended underneath ships and were used to map the ocean floor.\textsuperscript{34} The resulting maps were more accurate, and therefore this method proved to be an improved method for locating offshore oil and gas reserves.\textsuperscript{35} Both WesternGeco and the defendant ION were competitors as each performed oil exploration services for their clients.\textsuperscript{36} At trial, a jury found that ION had infringed the claims of WesternGeco’s patent and awarded both lost profits and a reasonable royalty as damages.\textsuperscript{37} The lost profits damages were attributed to WesternGeco’s loss of ten sales contracts that the patentee lost to ION for services using the patented technology that were performed outside the U.S.\textsuperscript{38}

The legal foundation for the case is a series of statutes that define infringement and the extraterritorial reach of U.S. patent law.\textsuperscript{39} As a general matter, section 271(a) is the primary section that enumerates the operative acts that constitute infringement — specifically, making, using, offering to sell, selling or importing a device incorporating the invention.\textsuperscript{40} In the 1972 decision \textit{Deepsouth Packing Co. v. Laitram}, the Supreme Court established that the predicate acts for infringement under this subsection are sufficient only if those acts take place in the U.S.\textsuperscript{41} In \textit{Deepsouth}, the claimed invention was a machine used to de-vein shrimp.\textsuperscript{42} The defendant argued that manufacturing individual machine parts in the U.S. and then shipping these parts to customers in “three separate boxes, each containing only parts of the one-and-three-quarter-ton machine” for re-assembly by the end users overseas was not infringement under section 271(a).\textsuperscript{43}

\textsuperscript{31} Id. at 2093-94.
\textsuperscript{32} 138 S. Ct. 2129, 2136-37 (2018).
\textsuperscript{33} Id. at 2135.
\textsuperscript{34} WesternGeco L.L.C. v. ION Geophysical Corp., 913 F.3d 1067, 1070 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
\textsuperscript{35} See id.
\textsuperscript{36} WesternGeco III, 138 S. Ct. at 2135.
\textsuperscript{37} Id.
\textsuperscript{38} Id.
\textsuperscript{39} See id. at 2134-35.
\textsuperscript{40} 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) (2012) (“Except as otherwise provided in this title, whoever without authority makes, uses, offers to sell, or sells any patented invention, within the United States or imports into the United States any patented invention during the term of the patent therefor, infringes the patent”).
\textsuperscript{41} Deepsouth Packing Co. v. Laitram Corp., 406 U.S. 518, 527 (1972).
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 519.
\textsuperscript{43} Id. at 524.
The Supreme Court agreed. As the Court explained, making an infringing device requires manufacture of “the operable assembly of the whole” and not just its parts in the U.S. There was no infringement because the assembly at issue occurred abroad. Absent an applicable exception, extraterritorial conduct does not infringe section 271(a) even if that conduct would infringe if it occurred in the U.S. This principle has been reconfirmed in a number of cases over the years.

Deepsouth is consistent with the “basic premise of our legal system that, in general, United States law governs domestically but does not rule the world.” Subject to some exceptions, a U.S. patent’s power is territorial. Generally, this rule is based on sovereignty, which permits all nations to create the laws that govern within their borders. Subject to international treaties and obligations, each country can shape its own patent policy and “the laws of others have no claim on it.” Permitting U.S. law to delineate infringing activity in foreign jurisdictions threatens affected nations’ abilities to craft their own policy choices, issue patents based on their individual standards, and consider which activities should be either covered by — or exempt from — private patent rights. Declining to enforce patents extraterritorially avoids the possibility for double patent recovery where foreign activity may infringe both U.S. and foreign patent rights. Further, sovereignty gives other nations the policy space needed to determine their own laws that reflect their individual policy decisions based on local conditions.

In addition to the geographic scope of the subsection, section 271(a) requires strict identity — that is, all claim elements must appear in the accused device to support a finding of infringement. In WesternGeco, ION “began selling a
competing system that was built from components manufactured in the United States, shipped to companies abroad, and assembled there into a system indistinguishable from WesternGeco’s.”

Critically, ION’s manufacture of component parts in the U.S. alone was insufficient to infringe WesternGeco’s claims. Rather, these parts must be combined with the entire assembly to meet the strict identity test. Because ION’s combination occurred overseas, section 271(a) was not an appropriate basis to find infringement due to the extraterritorial restrictions on the reach of U.S. patent law.

In WesternGeco, the jury found infringement under section 271(f)(2). This section is a limited exception to patent’s prohibition against the extraterritorial reach of a domestic patent. Under this subsection, infringement is established against one who supplies components specially designed to infringe and intends them to be combined overseas into an infringing system. While some might disagree, this subsection does not overrule DeepSouth; rather, DeepSouth’s territorial limitation continues to govern section 271(a). It is more accurate to say that section 271(f) provides an alternative for establishing infringement on facts analogous to those at issue in DeepSouth — that is, shipping parts overseas for assembly there. In styling the infringing act as the manufacture of the component parts in the U.S., section 271(f) sidesteps the sovereignty problem by focusing the operative act of infringement on U.S.-based activity.

Cir. 2005); see also Amy L. Landers, Understanding Patent Law 331 (3rd ed. 2018) (“the direction infringement analysis considers whether the act implicates a product, method or process that has strict identity with the patentee’s claimed invention”).

58 Id.
59 Id.
60 WesternGeco III, 138 S. Ct. at 2137-38. See also Microsoft Corp. v. AT&T Corp., 550 U.S. 437, 457 (2007); Dowagiac Mfg. Co. v. Minnesota Moline Plow Co., 235 U.S. 641, 650 (1915) (“The right conferred by a patent under our law is confined to the United States and its territories, and infringement of this right cannot be predicated of acts wholly done in a foreign country”) (citation omitted).
61 WesternGeco III, 138 S. Ct at 2135.
62 35 U.S.C. § 271(f)(2) (2012) (“Whoever without authority supplies or causes to be supplied in or from the United States any component of a patented invention that is especially made or especially adapted for use in the invention and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use, where such component is uncombined in whole or in part, knowing that such component is so made or adapted and intending that such component will be combined outside of the United States in a manner that would infringe the patent if such combination occurred within the United States, shall be liable as an infringer.”).
65 WesternGeco III, 138 S. Ct. at 2138 (“The conduct that §271(f)(2) regulates — i.e., its focus — is the domestic act of ‘supply[ing] in or from the United States.’”).
The jury found that ION’s manufacture of certain parts in the U.S. and subsequent shipment of those parts overseas for assembly into an infringing combination satisfied the requirements for infringement under section 271(f)(2).\(^66\) In addition to a reasonable royalty award for supplying the parts overseas, the jury awarded WesternGeco lost profits from contracts that ION had performed abroad because “[a]ccording to WesternGeco, ION’s customers would not have been able to win the contracts if they did not have access” to the claimed technology.\(^67\) Reviewing this portion of the award, the Federal Circuit held that the lost profit award for these foreign contracts was improper, reasoning that the overseas performance of contracts was extraterritorial and therefore beyond the scope of the U.S. patent right.\(^68\) The court explained that “[j]ust as the United States seller or exporter of a final product cannot be liable for use abroad, so too the United States exporter of the component parts cannot be liable for use of the infringing article abroad.”\(^69\)

The Supreme Court reversed.\(^70\) The Courts bypassed the first prong of the RJR Nabisco test and instead examined the second, finding that the focus of section 271(f)(2) is on the predicate act of supplying the component from the U.S.\(^71\) It determined that ION’s shipment of components of the claim for overseas assembly was within the scope of the statute’s language, and that therefore section 271(f)(2) has extraterritorial effect.\(^72\) In doing so, the WesternGeco Court read section 271(f)(2) in connection with the statute governing patent damages, section 284, which states in relevant part “the court shall award the claimant damages adequate to compensate for the infringement.”\(^73\) Finding that lost profits for the overseas contracts were permissible, the Court explained that the lost contracts were “merely incidental to the infringement.”\(^74\) Essentially, the Supreme Court conceptualized the foreign sales as connected (that is, “incidental”) to the initial act of infringement of the domestic manufacture of parts, which was the first infringing act under section 271(f).\(^75\) In reaching this determination, the Court expressly refrained

\(^{66}\) Id. at 2135.


\(^{68}\) Id. at 1350-51 (discussing Power Integrations I, 711 F. 3d 1348, 1371-72 (Fed. Cir. 2013)).

\(^{69}\) WesternGeco I, 791 F.3d. at 1351.

\(^{70}\) WesternGeco III, 138 S. Ct. at 2139.

\(^{71}\) Id. at 2136-38 (explaining that although “it will usually be preferable to begin with step one, courts have the discretion to begin at step two in appropriate cases.”).

\(^{72}\) Id. at 2138.

\(^{73}\) Id. at 2137 (quoting 35 U.S.C. § 284 (2012)).

\(^{74}\) Id. at 2138.

\(^{75}\) Id.
from considering whether the doctrine of proximate cause might cut off liability for the lost overseas contracts.76

Since the decision in WesternGeco III, a district court applied this holding to damages awarded under section 271(a) in Power Integrations, Inc. v. Fairchild Semiconductor International.77 As previously discussed, the Supreme Court held that this subsection is only effective domestically.78 Yet in the district court, patent holder Power Integrations argued that lost worldwide sales were the foreseeable result of domestic infringement and “once a patentee demonstrates an underlying act of domestic infringement, the patentee is entitled to receive full compensation for ‘any damages’ suffered as a result of the infringement.”79 It argued that in its industry, the nature of the sales and manufacturing solution meant that “a worldwide solution was essential” and therefore “but for” Fairchild’s U.S. infringement, Power Integrations would have maintained 100% of [the] worldwide business.80 In an earlier opinion issued in 2013, the Federal Circuit had rejected this argument, finding that worldwide sales were not recoverable under the principle that the patent laws did not apply to foreign sales.81 After the Supreme Court’s WesternGeco III opinion was issued, the district court’s Power Integrations order determined that the Federal Circuit’s opinion was effectively overruled.82

B. The International Impact of the WesternGeco Decision

The implications of the award of worldwide patent damages that these cases allow represents a significant shift from prior law. For patent owners, WesternGeco III allows the collection of higher damages awards for conduct that has a U.S. basis. More broadly, from a public policy perspective, permitting the award of worldwide damages based on U.S. conduct implicates the sovereignty of other nations to formulate their own patent policy. By allowing private parties to obtain patents under U.S. standards and permitting them to obtain damages under the standards formulated under U.S. law, the patent system erases each nation’s ability to fine-tune the patent system within their

76 Id. at 2139 n.3.
78 Power Integrations I, 711 F.3d 1348, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (“It is axiomatic that U.S. patent law does not operate extraterritorially to prohibit infringement abroad.”).
79 Id. at 1370.
80 Non-Confidential Brief for Plaintiff-Cross Appellant Power Integrations, Inc. at 46-47, Power Integrations I, 711 F.3d 1348 (No. CV 04-1371-LPS).
81 Power Integrations I, 711 F.3d at 1371-72.
82 Power Integrations II, 2018 WL 4804685, at *1 (explaining that “Fairchild has identified no persuasive reason to conclude that the interpretation of § 284 should differ here from what was available in WesternGeco III just because the type of infringing conduct alleged is different. Instead, as Power Integrations puts it, “Section 271(a) ‘vindicates domestic interests’ no less than Section 271(f).’”).
borders to incentivize — or disincentive — particular activity. In other words, if a nation finds that broad experimental use fosters desirable activity, that policy judgment cannot be cleanly implemented in multinational companies, who might have to pay U.S.-based judgments. In effect, this renders such activity more expensive to conduct abroad.

Among other things, this imposition of worldwide damages raises troubling policy concerns with regards to the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights ("TRIPS Agreement"). This Agreement mandates that each of the over 160 member nations of the WTO institute a patent system to facilitate worldwide trade. It has an open-ended framework and incorporates a series of flexibilities that allows each member to institute a patent system that fits local priorities. As stated previously:

[The TRIPS Agreement was conceived to overcome the territoriality of domestic patent systems. At the same time, the TRIPS Agreement was intended to allow other nations flexibility in implementing the specifics of their patent systems to fit their local cultures, economies, and legal systems. By authorizing other sovereigns to enact individualized patentability standards, the TRIPS Agreement permits all members to formulate their own answers to the policy questions that arise in patent cases.]

Imposing remedies on innovators in foreign jurisdictions circumvents those nations’ ability to shape their own patentability standards to suit their own economies. Under the TRIPS Agreement, such flexibilities are expressly permitted and point toward the optimal path toward maximizing the aggregate global level of invention. Further, this circumstance invites other nations to reciprocate and increase damages for U.S.-based activity if it implicates a foreign patent. The applicability of the WesternGeco III to other forms of relief, including the reasonable royalty, are unclear.

More broadly, the WesternGeco III decision adds another layer to the debate about the appropriate contours of an infringer’s liability. Within this context, it is critical that the element of cause be considered as thoughtfully as the others in a patent infringement claim and as thoughtfully as causation is analyzed in the tort context.

---

83 See generally Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1C, 1869 U.N.T.S. 299 [hereinafter TRIPS Agreement]. See also, Landers, supra note 55, at 36 ("Indeed, if damages were available extraterritorially, there would have been little need for the TRIPS Agreement.").

84 Landers, supra note 55, at 36.


86 Landers, supra note 55, at 36

87 See id. at 37-38.

88 TRIPS Agreement, supra note 83, at 323.

89 Prosser & Keeton on Torts, supra note 2, § 41, at 264.
up a policy space to meaningfully examine whether damages should be imposed for particular types of conduct for all forms of recovery in patent infringement. As previously mentioned, the *WesternGeco III* Court provides at least one limitation, recognizing that “[i]n reaching this holding, we do not address the extent to which other doctrines, such as proximate cause, could limit or preclude damages in particular cases.”\(^{90}\) *WesternGeco III*’s statement calls for a closer examination of cause in the patent litigation context and is consistent with other cases that have begun to recognize cause as an important aspect of patent law.

For example, an infringement finding based on active inducement must be based on a finding that the defendant’s conduct caused the patent infringement.\(^{91}\) In assessing the secondary considerations for obviousness, there must be a nexus between the commercial success of the product incorporating the invention and the claim at issue.\(^{92}\) To obtain an injunction, a patentee must demonstrate a causal nexus between the infringement and the products that are the subject matter of the court’s order.\(^{93}\) Likewise, a reasonable royalty must be based on a causal connection between the award and the infringing features of a product or process.\(^{94}\) For a patentee to recover royalties based on the entire product, the patented feature must have a causal connection to the demand for the entire device.\(^{95}\) Underlying these decisions is the concept that, just as in tort law, liability does not exist in a vacuum but rather requires compensation with a legal link to particular kinds of harm.\(^{96}\) The analyses supporting these rules touch both the elements and proximate cause of an issue, which provides a number of opportunities to better align liability findings with the purposes of the law.

### III. CAUSE AND THE PATENT SYSTEM

Proximate cause is an umbrella term that has two components — first, cause in fact and second, (and somewhat confusingly) proximate cause.\(^{97}\) Cause —

---

\(^{90}\) *WesternGeco III*, 138 S. Ct. 2129, 2139 n.3 (2018).

\(^{91}\) LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Computer, Inc., 694 F.3d 51, 76 (Fed. Cir. 2012).

\(^{92}\)Ormco Corp. v. Align Tech., Inc., 463 F.3d 1299, 1311-12 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

\(^{93}\)Macom Tech. Sols. Holdings, Inc. v. Infineon Techs. AG, 881 F.3d 1323, 1330 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (quoting Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 809 F.3d 633, 640 (Fed. Cir. 2015)) ("[T]o satisfy the irreparable harm requirement, there must be a causal nexus between conduct shown to be wrongful and the alleged harm. This requirement ‘ensures that an injunction is only entered against a defendant on account of a harm resulting from the defendant’s wrongful conduct, not some other reason.’"). See also Bernard Chao, *Causation and Harm in A Multicomponent World*, 164 UNIV. PA. L. REV. ONLINE, 61, 65 (2016).

\(^{94}\)Power Integrations, Inc. v. Fairchild Semiconductor Int’l, Inc. (*Power Integrations III*), 904 F.3d 965, 977 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (“A patentee is only entitled to a reasonable royalty attributable to the infringing features.”).

\(^{95}\) *LaserDynamics*, 694 F.3d at 67.

\(^{96}\) *Id.*

\(^{97}\) Prosser & Keeton on Torts, *supra* note 2, §§ 41-42. In some negligence contexts, the term “proximate cause” has been referred to as simply “scope of the risk.” *Restatement
which sometimes called “cause in fact” or “factual cause” and which is typically a jury question — asks whether the injury would have occurred in the absence of defendant’s tortious conduct. Although there are exceptions for cases where this test is not an appropriate fit, the general rule queries whether the plaintiff would have been harmed “but for” the defendant’s conduct. Cause in fact requires the plaintiff to show that a defendant’s conduct make a material or substantial contribution to the plaintiff’s injury. This showing can be made even if other innocent causes or another’s tortious behavior are contributing factors.

A. Connection to the Harm

Proximate cause is presumed to apply to civil statutory causes of action. This limitation has been applied to a number of federal claims. As the Supreme Court has explained, “[t]hat venerable principle reflects the reality that the judicial remedy cannot encompass every conceivable harm that can be traced to alleged wrongdoing.” Thus, it is inherent in any compensatory system that a plaintiff demonstrates a causal connection between the defendant’s wrongful conduct and the plaintiff’s harm. As a consequence, as a legal system “[the U.S. is] willing to exonerate a suspected person whenever we decide that his conduct ‘had nothing to do with’ the event in which we are interested.” Essentially, a wrongdoer is not responsible to pay damages unless there is some level of certainty that the plaintiff’s harm would not have occurred but-for the

(SECOND) OF TORTS § 281 cmt. g (AM. LAW INST. 1965) [hereinafter RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS]. As risk is the foundation of a negligence cause of action, that terminology is not used in this piece.

98 Prosser & Keeton on Torts, supra note 2, § 41, at 264-65. Doctrinally, cause in fact is sometimes placed under the umbrella of proximate cause. Id. This work excludes cause in fact from the proximate cause analysis.

99 See id. at 266.

100 See Leon Green, Proximate Cause in Texas Negligence Law, 28 Tex. L. Rev. 471, 474-75 (1950).

101 Id. at 475 (“There may be and usually are several factors contributing to a plaintiff’s hurt, but it is not required that a defendant’s negligence be the only cause of the hurt.”).

102 Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118, 132 (2014) (“[W]e generally presume that statutory cause of action is limited to plaintiffs whose injuries are proximately caused by violations of the statute.”).


104 Lexmark, 572 U.S. at 132 (quotations and citation omitted).

defendant’s conduct. To effectuate the law’s goals, causation serves the goals of compensation as well as determining that the appropriate party to pay damages is the one who caused the plaintiff’s injury. In other words, a plaintiff’s compensation depends on identifying a defendant’s particularized conduct that led to the injury. A jury’s understanding of cause in fact controls and that body’s knowledge of cause and effect may be critical to their determinations.

Patent law incorporates this compensatory purpose to the liability framework for patent infringement. The patent statute that governs monetary relief states that a patentee is entitled to “damages adequate to compensate for the infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty for the use made of the invention by the infringer.” The phrase “damages adequate to compensate for the infringement” makes clear that the purpose of monetary relief for patent infringement is compensatory. As in the common law, the concept behind these measures of compensation is that monetary relief is available for an infringement that leads to the patentee’s legally cognizable harm. This necessarily requires a causal relation between the injury and the infringement. Compensation, which places the patentee in the same position that it would have been absent the defendant’s infringement, depends on ensuring that the defendant’s injury contributed to the harm.

This standard has been traditionally applied where lost profits are sought. These awards allow patentees to recover for money that would have been earned

---

106 See id.
108 Id.
109 See William E. Nelson, From Fairness to Efficiency: The Transformation of Tort Law in New York, 1920-1980, 47 BUFF. L. REV. 117, 131–32 (1999) (observing a shifting historic trend that “as juries and others adopted the new paradigm holding that victims of injury should receive compensation from some source, they simultaneously rejected the older, nineteenth century world view that injury, death and other sudden calamities were inevitable, random and frequent events attributable to cosmic rather than human agency.”).
111 See Aro Mfg. Co. v. Convertible Top Replacement Co., 377 U.S. 476, 507 (1964) (the statutory measure of damages is “the difference between [the patent owner’s] pecuniary condition after the infringement, and what his condition would have been if the infringement had not occurred.”).
112 Id.
113 See Leon Green, The Causal Relation Issue in Negligence Law, 60 MICH. L. REV. 543, 548 (1962) (“The inquiry is limited to the fact of defendant’s contribution to the injury.”).
114 WILLIAM C. ROOKLIDGE ET AL., FED. JUDICIAL CTR., COMPENSATORY DAMAGES ISSUES IN PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASES, COMPENSATORY DAMAGES ISSUES IN PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASES 2 (2d ed. 2017),
if the defendant had not entered the market with a competing infringing product, including lost sales, price erosion and convoyed sales that might have been made absent competition from the infringer.\textsuperscript{115} It is well-established that to recover lost profits, the patentee must demonstrate a causative link between the monetary loss and the infringement.\textsuperscript{116} Yet there is no reason to limit its applicability to lost profits, given that reasonable royalty awards are also compensatory in their purpose.

B. Causation and the Reasonable Royalty

A second form of damages for patent infringement is the reasonable royalty, which was developed in the legal courts prior to their merger with the courts of equity.\textsuperscript{117} During the nineteenth century, a patentee was entitled to recover damages in the amount of an established license rate, if one existed.\textsuperscript{118} Over time, the courts began to recognize that — in the absence of evidence establishing lost profits or a customary licensing rate — a patentee could be awarded a reasonable royalty that reflected the value of the patented invention used by the infringer.\textsuperscript{119} This remedy relies on the principle that a legally cognizable harm can include the mere act of infringement of the patent right, even if the patentee had suffered no pecuniary loss in the market.\textsuperscript{120} This allows patentees who do not sell products to obtain monetary recovery to compensate

\textsuperscript{115} Id. at 3, 6-7.
\textsuperscript{116} Yale Lock Mfg. Co. v. Sargent, 117 U.S. 536, 552–53 (1886) ("[T]he difference [in the plaintiff's] pecuniary condition . . . is to be measured . . . by the difference between the money he would have realized from such sales [but for] . . . the infringement . . . and the money he did realize"); Minco, Inc. v. Combustion Eng’g, Inc., 95 F.3d 1109, 1118 (Fed. Cir. 1996) ("To recover lost profits, however, the patent holder must show that the infringement actually caused the economic harm for which the patentee seeks compensation."); King Instruments Corp. v. Perego, 65 F.3d 941, 952 (Fed. Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 517 U.S. 1188 (1996) ("To recover lost profits damages for patent infringement, the patent owner must show that it would have received the additional profits ‘but for’ the infringement."); Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co., 56 F.3d 1538, 1545 (Fed. Cir. 1995) ("[T]he patentee must show a reasonable probability that, ‘but for’ the infringement, it would have made the sales that were made by the infringer.").
\textsuperscript{118} Clark v. Wooster, 119 U.S. 322, 326 (1886) ("It is a general rule in patent causes that established license fees are the best measure of damages that can be used.").
\textsuperscript{119} Dowagiac Mfg. Co. v. Minnesota Moline Plow Co., 235 U.S. 641, 649 (1915) (allowing patentee recovery where “the only measure of damages was such sum as, under all the circumstances, would have been a reasonable royalty for the defendant to have paid.").
\textsuperscript{120} Oskar Liivak, When Nominal is Reasonable: Damages for the Unpracticed Patent, 56 B.C. L. REV. 1031, 1038 (2015).
for the use of the claimed invention. The mere violation of the patent right is the identified harm, unlike lost profits which redresses monetary loss where a competitor infringer sells products and the patentee therefore loses sales that it would have made absent the infringement. As one court described, “[t]he reasonable royalty theory of damages . . . seeks to compensate the patentee not for lost sales caused by the infringement, but for its lost opportunity to obtain a reasonable royalty that the infringer would have been willing to pay if it had been barred from infringing.”

Since the merger of law and equity courts, any patentee may elect to recover either lost profits or a reasonable royalty including those who do — and those who do not — sell products. With a proper evidentiary showing, a patentee is free to demonstrate entitlement to recover monetary damages under both theories. Reasonable royalty awards are the most widely sought-after form of monetary damages and are available in all patent cases. As a practical matter, patent owners favor reasonable royalty recovery because the standards for proof are less exacting and the overall recovery tends to be higher. Yet, from a policy perspective, this form of recovery has been criticized as moving too far from the statute’s compensatory purposes. This may be because, beyond

121 Id.
122 Id.
123 AstraZeneca AB v. Apotex Corp., 782 F.3d 1324, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2015).
124 Liivak, supra note 120, at 1038.
125 Id.
126 See Zelin Yang, Damaging Royalties: An Overview of Reasonable Royalty Damages, 4 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 647, 648 (2014) (“Reasonable royalties are the most common form of damages, accounting for eighty-one percent of the damages awards over the last six years.”). See also Christopher B. Seaman, Reconsidering the Georgia-Pacific Standard for Reasonable Royalty Patent Damages, 5 BYU L. REV. 1661, 1667 (2010) (“[A] reasonable royalty recently has become the most commonly employed method for calculating patent infringement damages, supplementing or replacing the traditional remedy of the patentee’s lost profits.”).
problems calculating the reasonable royalty, causal links between the infringement and plaintiff’s harm remain virtually unexamined.129

Although causation may not be critical in all cases, in others it may be outcome determinative. For instance, in Ericsson, Inc. v. TCL Communications Technology Holdings (“TCL”), the district court incorporated a causal requirement for a lump-sum reasonable royalty award.130 There, Ericsson demonstrated that TCL’s use of the Android operating system infringed a number of its patent claims.131 Ericsson’s damages verdict included $75 million lump-sum royalty, which was based on expert testimony that included a component for the time period that ran from the date of trial until the patents expired.132 The Ericsson court explained that the award was erroneous, in part because it was based on projected losses and that “projected future loss must be factually and proximately caused by a wrong (such as a tort) that has already occurred.”133 Finding “there is no exception to these principles in patent law,” the court explained:

Although a lump sum royalty includes compensation for projected future infringement, the patent holder must establish that but-for infringement that has already occurred with respect to a certain product, the infringer would have paid a lump sum royalty for a license to keep selling that certain product through the life of the patent. In other words, what the patent holder actually lost, because of a party’s past infringement, was a lump sum royalty. The lump sum may be based on developments that have occurred after the date of the hypothetical negotiation, including realistic projections of future sales, but the lump sum must be based on a product accused in the lawsuit and found by the jury to infringe.134

129 Certainly, the reasonable royalty analysis has woven some causation concepts into the application of the Georgia-Pacific test. To determine the royalty base for a multicomponent product, the general rule is that the royalty is limited to the value of the infringing feature of the entire product and nothing more. Ericsson, Inc. v. D-Link Sys., Inc., 773 F.3d 1201, 1226 (Fed. Cir. 2014). This requirement is intended to ensure that the compensation award is connected to the defendant’s infringing use and not on the defendant’s sale of products more generally. Lemley, supra note 127, at 661-62 (recognizing that reasonable royalty awards are available to all patentees, including those who produce and sell products). In a similar vein, admissible licenses to demonstrate the amount of compensation must have a relation to the patented technology. LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Comput., Inc., 694 F.3d 51, 79 (Fed. Cir. 2012).


131 Id. at 1.

132 Id. at 1-3.

133 Id. at 13-14.

134 Allergan Sales, LLC v. UCB, Inc., No. 215CV01001JRGRSP, 2016 WL 8222619, at *2 (E.D. Tex. Nov. 7, 2016) (“Both a running royalty and a lump sum royalty, however, compensate the patent holder for loss resulting from infringement that has already
Here, the court found that the award was not supported by evidence because it was based on products that “do not yet exist or that have never been found to infringe.” Thus, any causal connection between the plaintiff’s asserted harm and the monetary damage was lacking. Perhaps it is not surprising that the jury had reached an erroneous conclusion, given that the law does not clearly call out the need for this filter before juries decide damages awards during trial.

At least one district court has used causation to reduce an inflated reasonable royalty that, as calculated in an expert report, was unsustainably high. There, the court determined that royalty damages could not be set based on draft negotiation documents for a deal that had never been consummated. As the court explained, the amounts discussed in those documents were not sufficiently reliable to demonstrate a royalty figure that the plaintiff would have obtained but-for the infringement. In other words, those negotiation documents were not reflective of any amount necessary to place the patentee “in the pecuniary condition he would have enjoyed but for the defendant’s infringement,” which is a classic causation analysis. It is evident from these examples that courts are capable of applying causative concepts to liability and harm concepts, either in whole or in part, to the reasonable royalty award. Yet without a focus on causation throughout the patent system, the ability to fine-tune the relation between liability and damages, and ensuring just results, has been essentially foreclosed.

Cause is an element of establishing liability. The type of remedy—whether lost profits or the reasonable royalty—is not determinative. In a traditional tort case, the question is whether there is a sufficient connection between liability and the element of damage claimed. For example, a plaintiff seeking to recover for the tortious interference with her business must establish a connection between any losses and the defendant’s wrongful conduct, regardless of whether such recovery is restitutionary or compensatory. The method of calculation or its label does not impact whether proximate cause should (or should not) limit liability with respect to a particular element of damages.

happened. Although a lump sum royalty includes compensation for projected future infringement, the patent holder must establish that but-for infringement that has already occurred, the infringer would have paid a lump sum royalty.”); Ericsson v. TCL Memorandum Opinion & Order, supra note 130, at 14 (citation omitted).

135 Ericsson v. TCL Memorandum Opinion & Order, supra note 130, at 14.
136 See id.
138 Id. at *2.
139 Id. at *3.
140 Id. at *2.
Some might argue that patent infringement is akin to the tort of trespass and that therefore damages should be presumed for any violation.\textsuperscript{141} Such an analogy, to the extent that it is apt, might rest on the assumption that the mere violation of the patent right is sufficient to demonstrate entitlement to a reasonable royalty without consideration of any causative connection to a pecuniary loss. The argument might continue that, because the violation of the right \textit{is} the harm, then the link to the reasonable royalty is established by a violation of the right of exclusive possession.

This argument ignores the statutory structure of the Patent Act. Section 284, which defines the entitlement to a reasonable royalty, sets forth various measures of available damages.\textsuperscript{142} Section 284 does not define civil liability or the patentee’s harm.\textsuperscript{143} Rather, section 281, which defines civil liability, does not contain any language that would rebut the presumption for a causative requirement as a matter of determining liability.\textsuperscript{144} Beyond the Supreme Court’s direction, the Federal Circuit has acknowledged that, as a general matter, “[e]xpress language is not required” because “statutes speak in general terms rather than specifically expressing every detail.”\textsuperscript{145} It is worth noting then, that section 284 was adopted against a backdrop of common law liability, which overwhelmingly applies the principles of cause in fact and proximate cause as a prerequisite for monetary recovery.\textsuperscript{146}

Further, to the extent the trespass analogy might be applicable, common law trespass actions recognize that the mere violation of the right of exclusive possession generally does not lead to a full panoply of remedies.\textsuperscript{147} For mere violations of the right, a property owner obtains a nominal figure.\textsuperscript{148} To recover for any actual pecuniary loss, the landowner must demonstrate a causative

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{141} See Adam Mossoff, \textit{The Trespass Fallacy in Patent Law}, 65 Fla. L. Rev. 1687, 1693 (2013) (outlining the historical origins of the analogy while criticizing that it is applicable).
\item \textsuperscript{142} 35 U.S.C. § 284 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{143} \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{144} 35 U.S.C. § 281 (2012) (“A patentee shall have remedy by civil action for infringement of his patent.”).
\item \textsuperscript{145} Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co., Inc., 56 F.3d 1538, 1547 (1995) (applying a proximate cause analysis to lost profits).
\item \textsuperscript{146} \textit{Id.} at 1559-60.
\item \textsuperscript{147} See, e.g., Benson v. Waukesha, 41 N.W. 1017, 1020 (Wis. 1889) (finding the plaintiff seeking recovery “for an act which did not injure her property would entitle her to recover only nominal damages.”) (emphasis added).
\item \textsuperscript{148} See, e.g., Hill v. Raziano, 63 A.D.3d 682, 683 (2009); Adams v. Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., 602 N.W.2d 215, 220 (Mich. App.1999) (discussing the “traditional principle that at least nominal damages are presumed in cases of trespass”); \textit{id.} at 224–25 (“A jury instruction with respect to the latter should announce that because the violation of the right to exclude causes cognizable injury in and of itself, a plaintiff proving that violation is presumptively entitled to at least nominal damages.”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
connection to the amount of actual damages suffered.\textsuperscript{149} By analogy, a reasonable royalty figure for the mere violation of the patent right does not, absent a showing of causation to the harm, render entitlement to a full reasonable royalty \textit{per se} available. Moreover, in the tort context, some decisions have adopted a rule that \textit{de minimis} invasions do not warrant recovery of even nominal damages.\textsuperscript{150} It is remarkable that patent law has, as a whole, ceded the policy space that proximate cause applies to other civil cases.\textsuperscript{151} For example, a patentee should not be able to recover a reasonable royalty for technology that is outside its claim scope unless there is an affirmative showing of a causative connection to the infringement.

One might argue that, at least for cause in fact, policy plays no role for the fact-based inquiry. Yet as Professor Wes Malone recognized, judges exercise considerable control that infuses policy into the cause in fact analysis.\textsuperscript{152} Through pre- and post-trial motion practice and evidentiary rulings, courts can shape the information that the jury hears and provide some level of scrutiny to their decisions.\textsuperscript{153} Today, challenges to expert testimony on causality issues can be used to prevent irrelevant or unsupported theories from reaching the jury in tort cases.\textsuperscript{154} Appellate courts act as another check on the jury’s finding. Thus, regardless of the extent to which cases do or do not require judicial oversight of cause in fact, tools exist for doing so.

As Professor Malone further explains, policy operates in under-appreciated ways.\textsuperscript{155} Some of this work is performed in assessing the counter-factual question of what might have happened in the absence of the defendant’s wrong.\textsuperscript{156} This inquiry invites speculation, yet it is a necessary component of the inquiry.\textsuperscript{157} Professor Malone points out that while parties present facts to the

\textsuperscript{151} See Mossoff, supra note 141, at 1695 (recounting allegations that the trespass doctrine operates in a manner that is determinate and efficient while patent claims are vague and indeterminate).
\textsuperscript{154} See Cynthia H. Cwik, \textit{Guarding the Gate: Expert Evidence Admissibility}, LITIG., Summer 1999, at 6, 6 (1999) (Discussing the duty of judges to determine the admissibility of expert testimony and that expert testimony is often used to help the jury determine cause in tort cases.).
\textsuperscript{155} See id. at 60-61.
\textsuperscript{156} Id. at 67.
\textsuperscript{157} See id.
courts, judges must ultimately determine the legal sufficiency of those facts.\textsuperscript{158} The law provides a range of acceptable options for so determining. For example, a court accepted that an employer was liable for an injury that resulted from the plaintiff’s having fell on a coffee pot during an epileptic seizure at the workplace, because the coffee pot’s presence increased the risk of harm.\textsuperscript{159} One dissent to this decision argued that “[t]he coffee pot was part of the resulting injury, not its cause.”\textsuperscript{160} A separate dissent asserted, “[n]o connection is urged (and none was shown) to indicate that the presence of the coffee maker in the perimeter of claimant’s fall increased the severity of harm from her fall.”\textsuperscript{161} This range of opinions on the same factual proof illustrates Professor Malone’s point that the legal standard can be judicially controlled to implement liability and compensation policies.\textsuperscript{162}

Another of Professor Malone’s examples considers a failure to comply with a statute requiring fire escapes, which raises a host of causation issues.\textsuperscript{163} The issue becomes quite complicated if the statute does not mandate the fire escape’s location.\textsuperscript{164} As Professor Malone explains, a defendant may show other locations that would have complied with the law but were too far from the victim to change the outcome.\textsuperscript{165} Other factors, such as a blocked door or too much smoke might have been overwhelming causes compared to the landlord’s failure to provide a fire escape.\textsuperscript{166} In the course of deciding cases that raise these issues, courts will exercise policy choices to determine which are sufficient to go to a jury. Similarly, Professor Malone observed that courts have, over time, shifted their willingness to send cases to a jury where the defendant is alleged to be negligent for failure to have a life guard on duty.\textsuperscript{167} In other circumstances, the courts have developed causation rules, including burden-shifting and presumptions that assist in resolving difficult questions of cause in fact.\textsuperscript{168} Perhaps one of the most well-known is \textit{Summers v. Tice}, where the court shifted the burden of proof to joint, concurrent tortfeasors.\textsuperscript{169} As these cases illustrate, there is room for policy to operate in the cause in fact space.\textsuperscript{170} As detailed in later sections of this article,
proximate cause provides an even more compelling case for judicial intervention.

Causation’s use as a policy lever in patent law already exists for lost profit recovery. In that context, a patentee may demonstrate entitlement to lost profits through customer testimony that demonstrates the customer would have purchased the patentee’s products but-for the defendant’s infringement.\textsuperscript{171} Absent such evidence, patent law has developed a causation test that relies on inferences based on a series of factual circumstances.\textsuperscript{172} This test, known as the \textit{Panduit} test, requires patent holders to show but-for causation of the patentee’s lost sales.\textsuperscript{173} The courts have modified the standard but-for causation test for policy reasons to enable patentees to recover under the \textit{Panduit} test in multi-competitor markets.\textsuperscript{174} The courts have created another variation that vitiates the patentee’s ability to collect lost profits where the defendant had the ability to create a non-infringing alternative.\textsuperscript{175} In other words, in the lost profits context, the courts have formulated rules that exercise policy control over cause in fact.

Cause is a relatively unexamined policy lever for the reasonable royalty, and therefore the courts have not engaged in the comparable development of thought or the creation of rules. In the extraterritorial infringement context, this is problematic. It is questionable whether overseas infringement has a causative relation to any \textit{legally cognizable} harm. It has long been held that a U.S. patent’s legal effect does not extend beyond the U.S. border.\textsuperscript{176} As Arthur Ripstein explains “[i]t is a commonplace of legal analysis that not all harms are legal wrongs, and not all legal wrongs are harms.”\textsuperscript{177} Presuming entitlement to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[172] See \textit{Panduit Corp. v. Stahlin Brothers Fibre Works, Inc.}, 575 F.2d 1152, 1156 (6th Cir.1978).
\item[173] \textit{Id.} (“To obtain as damages the profits on sales he would have made absent the infringement, i. e., the sales made by the infringer, a patent owner must prove: (1) demand for the patented product, (2) absence of acceptable noninfringing substitutes, (3) his manufacturing and marketing capability to exploit the demand, and (4) the amount of the profit he would have made.”).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
compensation for overseas activity allows the factfinder to skip a meaningful look at the causative step, which would require application of this rule.\textsuperscript{178}

Additionally, where there are multiple actors, there may be incidental infringements by some that create such a \textit{de minimis} harm to the plaintiff that they cannot be said to be a substantial factor of an injury.\textsuperscript{179} In standard tort cases, “when the plaintiff has suffered nothing more than \textit{de minimis} or trifling damages at the inception of the defendant’s acts, the doctrine of \textit{de minimis non curat lex} bars recovery.”\textsuperscript{180} Yet patent infringement currently might lead to reasonable royalty recovery without pausing to consider this important limitation.

The judicially-created rules for lost profits fill the gap in both the patent act and section 284, the latter of which defines the foundation of monetary recovery.\textsuperscript{181} The presumption that all patent infringement, no matter how nominal, extraterritorial or contrary to patent policy, supports a finding of cause in fact to the reasonable royalty is noteworthy. As a practical matter, in the tort context “[i]t should be quite obvious that, once events are set in motion, there is, in terms of causation alone, no place to stop.”\textsuperscript{182} In patent context, however, this presumption of cause in fact for the reasonable royalty represents missed opportunities to ensure that the purposes of patent law are met in the process of determining liability.

IV. RATIONALES FOR PROXIMATE CAUSE

A. An Overview

In the majority of cases, the application of factual cause does little to limit liability.\textsuperscript{183} Yet just as the flap of a butterfly’s wing in Brazil has been posited to

\textsuperscript{178} Before \textit{WesternGeco}, a defendant could limit damages for worldwide sales by invoking the holding of the Supreme Court’s Microsoft Corp. v. AT&T Corp., 550 U.S. 437 (2007). After \textit{WesternGeco} and the district court’s \textit{Power Integrations II}, the status of the ability to limit royalty recovery to the U.S. territory is in question. See footnote 82 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{179} See \textit{Mitchell v. Gonzales}, 819 P.2d 872, 884 (Cal. 1991) (applying the substantial factor test to the question of cause in fact).


\textsuperscript{181} But see Peter Menell, \textit{The Mixed Heritage of Federal Intellectual Property Law and Ramifications for Statutory Interpretation}, in \textit{Intellectual Property and the Common Law} 63, 64 (Shyam Balganesh et al. eds., 2011) (“[I]ntellectual property reflects a mixed heritage in which courts, operating in what can most aptly be characterized as a common law mode, came to play a principal role in fleshing out and evolving terse early legislative enactments.”).

\textsuperscript{182} \textit{PROSSER & KEETON ON TORTS}, \textit{supra} note 2, § 41, at 266.

\textsuperscript{183} See Jeremiah Smith, \textit{Legal Cause in Actions of Tort}, 25 \textit{Harv. L. Rev.} 103, 109 (1911).
set off a tornado in Texas, a slight wrong has the potential to impose disproportional liability on a single actor. As Professor Smith recognized, “[t]he fact that the damage would not have happened, ‘but for’ the commission of the defendant’s tort, does not invariably justify the conclusion that the tort was the cause, in the legal sense.” Courts developed proximate cause as a policy mechanism to cut off a defendant’s liability either entirely or for particular elements of damages. As one state court decision explained in 1865:

In strict logic it may be said that he who is the cause of loss, should be answerable for all the losses which flow from his causation. But in the practical workings of society, the law finds, in this as in a great variety of other matters, that the rule of logic is impracticable and unjust. . . . To visit upon them all the consequences of failure would set society upon edge, and fill the courts with useless and injurious litigation.

Early legal scholarship recognized that a defendant’s contribution may be remote in space or time and, therefore, not sufficient to warrant the imposition of liability. An early example of this principle appears in the case of Ashley v. Harrison, which considered an action brought by the owner of a theater against a defendant who had slandered a singer who was scheduled to perform there. After the slander, the performer cancelled her appearance because she feared “being hissed and ill-treated.” The court rejected the theater owner’s claim against the slanderer. Lord Kenyon’s opinion observed that, although the performer might have a valid cause of action against the defendant, the
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185 See generally, Jay Tidmarsh, A Process Theory of Torts, 51 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1313, 1354 (1994) (observing that legal causation is a construct and that “[w]e cannot exclude the possibility that some tort system might desire, hundreds of years after the fact, to hold the estate of Christopher Columbus liable for all the causal consequences of his conduct.”).
186 Smith, supra note 183, at 109.
187 Fleming & Perry, supra note 15, at 761. Furthermore, Fleming and Perry note that proximate cause is driven by policy, “but the policies actually involved often fail to get explicit treatment.” Id. at 784 (“One consideration which is common to all cases under any system is the practical need to draw the line somewhere so that liability will not crush those on whom it is put.”). See also John G. Fleming, The Passing of Polemis, 39 CAN. BAR REV. 489, 490 (1961).
189 Smith, supra note 183, at 109 (“The defendant’s tort must be distinctly traceable as one of the substantial efficient antecedents; as having had a substantial share in subjecting plaintiff to the damage”).
191 Id.
192 Id.
theater owner’s harm was too remote. The Ashley case demonstrates that, although the third-party’s slander was a but-for cause of the lost theater revenue, the slanderer should not be held liable absent stronger proof of a direct connection between the risks created by making false statements and the theater’s lost revenue. This concept is echoed in the term “proximate,” which suggests either physical or temporal closeness and echoes the ancient concept of in jure non remota causa sed proxima spectator. Justice Holmes set out one theory of proximate cause in 1918, prescribing that “the general tendency of the law, in regard to damages at least, is not to go beyond the first step.” This principle was explored in depth in the 1919 Joseph H. Beale’s Proximate Consequences of an Act. In this piece, Beale relied loosely on Francis Bacon’s work to recognize that various cases considered the proximate cause to be the most recent active force prior to the injury. Beale’s articulation of proximate cause rested primarily on the theory that courts have limited resources, and that efforts to trace all plausible causes to their ends would overwhelm them. As he describes, “the court can give to the tracing of the consequences of any particular act only its fair share of all the available time, considering the other acts which are waiting its attention.”

Over time, this requirement of proximate cause has begun to play a more complex policy role. As Justice Andrews explained in his well-known dissent

---

193 Id.
194 Id.
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196 Smith, supra note 183, at 106 (explaining that this roughly translates to “[i]n law the near cause is looked to, not the remote one.”)
199 Id. at 633, 641 (“We may therefore begin our investigation with the assumption that the immediate result of an active force is primarily the proximate result; and that if the principle of proximity is discoverable, it must be by some method of relating the defendant’s act to the final active force.”).
200 Id. at 636 (“[T]he limitation of legal investigation to proximate cause or consequence is due to the impossibility of the court making a complete investigation and thus doing complete justice”). Omissions and passive activity were included within Beale’s definition of proximate cause as well. Id. at 641 (“The whole problem may therefore be stated thus: when is one responsible for the operation (a) of an active force which he has created; (b) of an active force which acts upon a passive force which he created, or upon a passive force which he was legally bound to change.”).
201 Id. at 640.
in *Palsgraf v. Long Island Railroad*, “[w]hat we do mean by the word ‘proximate’ is that, because of convenience, of public policy, of a rough sense of justice, the law arbitrarily declines to trace a series of events beyond a certain point.” Similarly, Leon Green asserts “[t]he doctrine denying recovery in such cases is really based on a so-called public policy, a balancing of interests, with the conclusion that it is better to deny protection to the interest involved under such circumstances than it is to undertake to give compensation under all the difficulties of the case.” Through a number of tests and sub-rules, the law has used proximate cause to do that work by fine-tuning legal responsibility to align legal responsibility with the relevant law.

Historically, there were a number of asserted justifications for the doctrine. Among these are the difficulty in providing harms from remote causes. A nineteenth century treatise recognizes that the law considers a human actor’s ability to make a moral choice, rather than inanimate albeit dangerous conditions such as water or ice, as the critical factor in fixing liability on a defendant who is capable of reason. Another perspective recognizes the necessity of avoiding crushing liability. As this policy suggests, negligence protects plaintiffs against unreasonable risks. The law tolerates reasonable risks and such activity is considered to be socially valuable. Applying proximate cause ensures

formulations varied, and were often both constricted and difficult to comprehend.”); PROSSER & KEETON ON TORTS, supra note 2, § 41, at 263. See also generally Richard W. Wright, *Causation in Tort Law*, 73 CAL. L. REV. 1735 (1985) (surveying various formulations).
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that onerous liability standards do not chill reasonable actors from undertaking reasonable risks.\textsuperscript{210} In a similar vein, in the 1980’s, Steven Shavell wrote that the causation inquiry should exclude liability for accidents that do not have a sufficiently high potential for incentivizing the defendant to meet the standard of care.\textsuperscript{211} He explains that this approach has some advantages, including lower administrative costs for litigating claims that are unlikely to have a deterrent effect.\textsuperscript{212} Second, Shavell points out that fine-tuning the analysis will avoid dis-incentivizing actors from engaging in socially useful conduct because of a fear of overwhelming compensatory costs.\textsuperscript{213} He argues that, at least in theory, a properly implemented causation system should exclude certain types of activity from liability so long as it does not impact a defendant’s motivation to exercise due care.\textsuperscript{214} Significantly, however, he recognizes that the principles that work in theory may fall down in practice because “injurers who do in fact act with due care or attempt to do so will sometimes be found negligent and have to pay damages.”\textsuperscript{215} This is so for a number of reasons, including the fact that negligence occurs in the world due to the everyday flaws of human nature and because courts make mistakes in the over-broad application of due care standards.\textsuperscript{216} In this sense, he explains that negligence liability can take on some characteristics of strict liability.\textsuperscript{217} Shavell argues that, as a consequence, proximate cause helps ensure that the law operates to maximize social benefits of risk-creating conduct.\textsuperscript{218}

B. Separating Tortious Causes from Inherent Risks

The world can be a dangerous place. This is true in the absence of tortious conduct. One may break a leg crossing a street, one may develop cancer, or lightning may strike for reasons that have nothing to do with a defendant’s activity. Among other things, cause ensures that the defendant’s liability is based
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on its tortious activity. Generally, plaintiffs are expected to bear the risk of loss the derive from a defendant’s actions which constitute a reasonable level of risk. Significantly, plaintiffs also bear the cost of accidents which derive from background risk.\footnote{Jules L. Coleman, \textit{Moral Theories of Torts: Their Scope and Limits: Part I}, 1 LAW \& PHIL. 371, 390 (1982) (As Professor Coleman explains, “there is a level of risk that individuals are expected to bear for which they cannot expect to receive recompense in the event harm occurs. Exposure to risks that exceed the level of background risk creates the legitimate expectation of recompense in the event harm occurs.”).}

Through doctrine that includes the scope of the risk inquiry, proximate cause restricts the plaintiff’s recovery to those harms with a sufficient legal relation to the defendant’s negligent conduct. A plaintiff’s injury caused by inherent risks of living in the world, sometimes called background risk, cannot establish grounds for tort liability.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} As Professor Fletcher describes “we may be expected to bear, without indemnification, those risks we all impose reciprocally on each other,” for example, “[i]f we all drive, we must suffer the costs of ordinary driving.”\footnote{George P. Fletcher, \textit{Fairness and Utility in Tort Theory}, 85 HARV. L. REV. 537, 543 (1972).} It is the driver who raises the level of risk above that inherent in the activity who, absent excuse or other mitigating rationale, will be held liable for the plaintiff’s injuries. Certainly, some of this inquiry is present in the other elements of negligence. For a breach, the defendant must increase risk to an unreasonable level above background level.\footnote{See, e.g., Rogers v. Retrum, 170 Ariz. 399, 403 (Ariz. App. 1991) (finding that a school’s open campus policy did not breach the duty of care toward a student injured in a traffic accident while riding with another student during school hours, given that “Members of our mobile society face the risk of collision whenever they are in cars. This risk is arguably higher for teenage passengers of teenage drivers. The school in this case, however, did nothing to increase this general risk.”).} In addition to the categorical duty rules, the law imposes a legal duty on those who create risk to a foreseeable plaintiff.\footnote{W. Jonathan Cardi & Michael D. Green, \textit{Duty Wars}, 81 S. CAL. L. REV. 671, 677 (2008) (“there is a general duty of reasonable care if one acts in a way to create a risk of harm of physical injury to another”).}

Proximate cause functions to screen out background risks as grounds for liability in a particularized way. Although other elements of the negligence inquiry do so, there are occasions when they fail in that function for a variety of reasons. For example, duty is applied in a categorical way to encompass relationships, such as doctor/patient and business/invitee, which do not consider the precise relation between the injurer’s conduct and the injured. Other duty analyses represent a balance of interests that may not fully account for the specific manner that the injury occurred.\footnote{See W. Jonathan Cardi, \textit{The Hidden Legacy of Palsgraf: Modern Duty Law in Microcosm}, 91 B.U. L. REV. 1873, 1878 (2011) (summarizing various multi-factor duty tests).} Likewise, the breach analysis fails
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to account for the precise manner in which a harm occurred.\textsuperscript{225} From a number of perspectives, this is consistent with the purpose of the causation requirement. As one example, it is unlikely that a defendant will have incentive to change their conduct to comply with the standard of care if they are required to compensate plaintiffs for all causal harms. In many of these circumstances, the purpose of the law is not be served.

As explained in Section V, subsection B, proximate cause does this work by filtering out background works from the liability analysis.\textsuperscript{226} In these cases, liability for the accident is not expected to have any influence on the injurer’s incentives to comply with the standard of care. As one source explains, “[s]ince accidents [that are] not within the risk are such at the injurer has relatively little influence on expected accident losses, they should be excluded from the scope of liability.”\textsuperscript{227} In other words, accidents that occur due to the existence of inherent or background risk are outside the scope of liability because imposing liability for them has no impact on the standard of care. Additionally, the Restatement considers that imposing liability for harm that are not within the scope of the risk subject the defendant to “unlimited or enormous liability,” which is one of the historically-grounded drivers of proximate cause.\textsuperscript{228} Under those circumstances, socially beneficial conduct might be suppressed or eliminated. As with all liability systems, the limitations of the system perform a crucial role of seeking to balance compensation and deterrence on one hand with preserving socially beneficial conduct on the other.

C. Maximizing Socially Beneficial Activity

Some scholars point out that the negligence doctrine, as applied in the courts, is replete with harsh outcomes and errors.\textsuperscript{229} Broad standards of duty, coupled with a breach assessment that does not consider the social utility of the defendant’s conduct, when taken together with to the open-ended cause in fact standard, can result in liability that might discourage a defendant from engaging
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\item Omri Ben-Shahar, Causation and Foreseeability, in 3 Encyclopedia of Law and Economics 644, 651 (Boudewijn Bouckaert & Gerrit De Geest eds., 2000) (“Inasmuch as the application of the negligence rule is plagued with error and uncertainties . . . the unrestricted scope of liability can have the crushing effect”); William M. Landes & Richard Posner, The Economic Structure of Tort Law 236 (1987) (finding that in the real world of errors, excessive liability “will have misallocative effects.”).
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in valuable risk-creating enterprises. More generally, the legal standards for negligence law fail to account for social benefits that generated by the defendant’s conduct. In other words, the legal test for assessing reasonableness fails to consider the social good generated by the defendant’s behavior, which can occur even where the defendant’s conduct is tortious. It is the proximate cause element that is equipped to undertake this work. Recall Palsgraf: absent proximate cause, the railroad might be liable for Mrs. Palsgraf’s injuries despite the attenuated relation between the original tort in assisting the passenger who held the package onto the train and the scales which fell upon her. To hold the railroad liable for these remote injuries might cause railroads to refuse to carry passengers, or to allow passengers to bring packages onto the train, or to engage in other socially useful activity. This line of scholarship recognizes that the standard elements of a negligence claim can result in the over-deterrence of risk-creating activities and fails to account for their positive impact.

One such work is Mark Grady’s Proximate Cause Decoded. Grady points out that negligence is a harsh standard and impossible to satisfy each and every time that an activity is undertaken. Given the breadth of duty and the requirement to meet the objective standard of care, the fallibility of human nature inevitably leads to slip-ups even among those who typically seek to meet it. According to Grady, proximate cause functions to limit liability for some comparatively blameless activity. As he explains, “unless liability is limited in some way, people will avoid the activities in which their own breach of duty is predictably likely or especially costly, even if these activities are valuable to them and to the community.” For example, Grady considers the notion that the doctrine of intervening, superseding cause can be used to save a less
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blameworthy defendant from liability and thereby preserves the actor’s ability to engage in valuable forms of risk-creating conduct.\textsuperscript{236} One example that Grady cites in support of his thesis is \textit{Pittsburg Reduction Co. v. Horton.}\textsuperscript{237} The first tortfeasor, Pittsburg Reduction, failed to safely dispose of some dynamite caps, which it had openly stored near a schoolyard.\textsuperscript{238} A ten-year-old student of the school found them, took them home, and played with them for about a week.\textsuperscript{239} In fact, his mother picked the caps up after he was done playing at the end of the day and that although “she did not know what the shells contained, but she did know that they were shells for some kind of explosives, that her son brought them home, and that he played with them.”\textsuperscript{240} The student’s father, who also lived in the home, was familiar with blasting caps from his work at Pittsburg Reduction’s competitor.\textsuperscript{241} After the week was over, the student traded the caps to a classmate, who was injured when it exploded when he tried to open one.\textsuperscript{242} The court held that the conduct of the student’s parents cut off the causal chain and rendered Pittsburg Reduction’s negligence free from liability.\textsuperscript{243} In a world without proximate cause, the entity Pittsburg Reduction would have been considered a concurrent cause and almost certainly be held liable. Storing dynamite caps in an unsecured way in close proximity to the school was a breach and one of the causes of the classmate’s injury. Yet, as Grady explains, the court’s decision excused Pittsburg Reduction’s error in light of the parents’ more reckless failure to prevent the injury.\textsuperscript{244} He reasons that, as a practical matter, holding both defendants liable would have meant that Pittsburg Reduction would have paid the judgment in full given its deeper corporate resources.\textsuperscript{245} In effect, the parents would escape liability despite their more predominant contribution to the injury.\textsuperscript{246} The use of proximate cause to limit the entities’ liability lightens Pittsburg Reduction’s cost of doing business and places the full judgment on those who were in better position to appreciate the

\textsuperscript{236} See Grady, supra note 230, at 315-21. See also Shavell, supra note 210, at 500 (recognizing that holding a defendant liable for unforeseeable harms does not increase that defendant’s incentives to comply with the standard of care).
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risk and prevent the injury. Such cases put meat on the bones of the use of proximate cause to avoid crushing liability on the less culpable party and implicitly allows the social benefit of their activity to continue. As Grady explains, proximate cause can be used to terminate liability for such a defendant as against a subsequent tortfeasor in a principled, justifiable manner that seeks to carry out the purposes of negligence law — under his view, optimizing the level of socially desirable risk while holding others financially responsible where there are reasons to do so.

Another line of scholarship calls for a reassessment of social cost for tort liability. These works consider tort’s economic purpose to require tortfeasors to internalize the negative externalities of their negligent conduct. For example, a car company that fails to optimize the point at which an airbag deploys (the “set-point”), has negligently failed to minimize potential injuries to passengers. In this example, we might assume that an airbag that deploys at a low rate of speed (for example, while the car is traveling under fifteen miles an hour) will cause more injuries to passengers from the force of airbag deployment compared to a car that has no airbag at all. Thus, a company that fails to conduct proper testing to determine the appropriate set-point will be found to be negligent and required to pay for a plaintiff’s injuries caused by these failures. This result has been justified by the principle that, unless the car company is forced to internalize the cost of the accidents that occur as a result of its negligence, it lacks sufficient incentives to take these reasonable precautions.

To take this analysis a step further, a distinction between private costs and social costs of tortious activity has been recognized. To use the above illustration, assume that a car company fails to perform proper testing and creates a set-point for airbag deployment at fifteen or more miles per hour simply by guessing. A plaintiff who is seriously injured while a car is traveling at ten miles an hour might suffer a serious private cost, made worse by the fact that the plaintiff failed to wear a seatbelt. Scholars have observed that awarding this plaintiff full compensation forces the car maker to internalize a higher cost than the social cost of the accident unless the damages calculation accounts for the plaintiff’s failure to mitigate. In other words, the concept that the private cost
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for recovery is equal to the social cost of the defendant’s conduct, a common assumption underlying discussion about damages, is open to question.

More broadly, these theorists recognize gaps between private and social costs, and that the failure to recognize them can lead to under- and over-deterrence. Consider that the car company from the above example has conducted a study that concludes that, in the aggregate, fewer people are seriously injured when the airbag deployment set-point is at a minimum of fifteen miles per hour. However, our plaintiff is seriously injured while the car is traveling at ten miles per hour and, due to the peculiar nature of the way that the injury occurred, this plaintiff’s injury would have been avoided if the airbag had deployed at the lower speed (ten miles per hour) than the maker set (at fifteen miles per hour). Finding the car maker negligent under these circumstances internalizes the private cost of the accident but raises the social costs to others who might be more severely injured at collision speeds between ten and fifteen miles per hour if the car maker lowers the airbag deployment set-point in response to this imposition of liability. In other instances, this gap that might cause the car maker to absorb higher private costs compared with the socially optimal solution for avoiding injuries across the population. More generally, over-compensation incentivizes injurers to over-invest in precautionary measures or to cease engaging in socially beneficial activities together.

This principle has led to another insight in the negligence framework. Some conduct that creates risk also creates benefits. Some examples include medical treatments and driving — in one sense, these create risks of harms yet there are benefits to these activities that help society in the aggregate. In other cases, the plaintiff may receive a mix of harms and benefits, such as where a pharmaceutical cures a disease but has an adverse side effect. Another example is a tort that stops the production of goods or provision of services. If consumers obtain those products and services elsewhere, third parties benefit from increased sales beyond those they would have made in the absence of a tort. This body of work acknowledges that, although a private individual may be harmed by a defendant’s conduct, there may be positive social benefits that derive from the defendant’s activity that offset the harm, whether fully or
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Beyond this, it has been recognized that the negligence system induces actors to “engage too little in a socially desirable activity and forgo investments in efficient prevention” where the costs of those preventions is below the private benefit obtained from the increased activity. The benefits and utility of the defendant’s product are explicitly considered in products liability cases for design defect.

Some scholars have explored the concept that the social benefits of a defendant’s negligent conduct should be factored into the negligence liability system. In other words, “The tort system . . . can incorporate positive externalities into its internalization mechanism of liability rules only by offsetting them against negative externalities.” In particular, Israel Gilead and Michael Green suggest that proximate cause’s harm within the risk rule can be used to offset the social benefits of activities in particular circumstances. These benefits include those that are external in nature and do not accrue solely to the negligent actor. According to Gilead and Green, other conditions where reliance on this internalization mechanism may be appropriate are where the benefits outweigh (or at least equal) the harm caused by the negligent conduct.

For instance, a plaintiff might undeniably suffer a private loss from an experimental surgery that fails to accomplish the desired result. However, this tortious activity might yield significant public benefits in the form of information that is learned so that the technique is improved and can then be used successfully on all subsequent patients. Gilead and Green argue that proximate cause can be used to limit liability for conduct that provides net social benefits, particularly when the harm from engaging in such conduct is unforeseeable.
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Using proximate cause as a policy lever might ensure that beneficial activity is not deterred by a compensation system that fails to account for a good generated by risk-creating conduct. As this Article will subsequently outline, this principle has valuable implications for patent law.

V. PROXIMATE CAUSE: FORMS OF ANALYSIS

Negligence law has provided a large and rich source of precedent in cases that range back as far as the mid-nineteenth century. 269 Courts have formulated multiple theories of negligence law. 270 Locating a unified formulation of the doctrine has been characterized as “fruitless.” 271 Yet there are numerous themes that address “distinct problems, more or less unrelated.” 272 As this phrase suggests, the policies implemented in the proximate cause requirement are varied. In some instances, the courts have used the proximate cause requirement to prevent crushing liability on a defendant. 273 Historically, the social utility of the defendant’s conduct has been considered as part of the liability calculus. 274 Therefore, proximate cause determinations have been made to preserve certain institutions because of the public benefit that some provide, such as public utilities. Courts often modify their construction of these terms to facilitate other broad policy goals, such as the imposition of liability to penalize reprehensible behavior and facilitate compensation (e.g., via imposition of liability on a large entity where the primary actor is insolvent). 275

In some cases, proximate cause is capable of eliminating all liability for a negligent defendant. For example, a negligence suit for personal injuries against a restaurant failed for lack of proximate cause because the injury was the result of an unforeseeable act — there, a truck that had been unexpectedly driven through the defendant restaurant’s wall. 276 Alternatively, proximate cause may eliminate recovery for individual elements of a plaintiff’s damages. In other words, a plaintiff may bear the burden of demonstrating proximate cause for some damages but not for others. For example, an accident victim may seek
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damages for both injuries that occurred from an initial impact and those that developed months later. Depending on the facts presented and the governing standards, a jury may find recovery permissible in the case presented by the first example, but not the second. As a general rule, proximate cause does not cap recovery to a manageable level in all circumstances. For example, a defendant must pay for the harm caused by his or her actions, even if the extent of the damage caused could not have been foreseen when the injurious act occurred. As one source explains, “If I throw into the ocean a box belonging to A, which I have every reason to suppose empty, but there is hidden in it a purse of gold which is lost, I am liable for the loss.”

The law acknowledges the reality that nearly all injuries are caused by multiple causes consisting of a mix of tortious and non-tortious causes. For liability to attach, it is sufficient that a defendant’s actions be a proximate cause of a plaintiff’s injury; there is no requirement that the defendant be the sole proximate cause.

A. Starting Points

The Supreme Court has acknowledged that proximate cause is “notoriously confusing” and “the lack of consensus on any one definition of ‘proximate cause’ is manifest.” As one opinion explains, “[t]he proximate-cause inquiry is not easy to define, and over the years it has taken various forms; but courts have a great deal of experience applying it, and there is a wealth of precedent for them to draw upon in doing so.” Moreover, although the courts have attempted to infuse proximate cause analysis with the policies of the statute under examination, they appear to have difficulty breaking away from the centuries of precedent the formed the doctrine in the negligence realm.

Nonetheless, a doctrinal outline of proximate cause reveals some structure which varies somewhat among different jurisdictions. Some theories which operate as touchstones for the analysis include the concepts of the directness of the injury and the foreseeability of harm to the defendant at the time of the injurious conduct. Frequently, courts consider a mix of both. Although none
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offers a complete framework, these operate as starting points for the remainder of the analysis that can operate like a complex web of considerations. Attempting to crystalize this area into a single clear test is not possible, nonetheless a review of some of the primary points of decision provides a valuable foundation.

In some jurisdictions, the inquiry focuses on the directness between the defendant’s conduct and the plaintiff’s injury, which derives from the landmark English case, *In re Polemis.* 286 Professor Kelley suggests that this standard derives from very early tort decisions that considered the distinction between the now-defunct causes of action for trespass and trespass on the case (or “case”). 287 Both were recognized means for a plaintiff to recover in a civil action, but were subject to rigid pleading rules, such that “direct or immediate causation is required for trespass and indirect or consequential causation supports an action in case.” 288 As Professor Kelley explains the facts of an early decision, *Scott v. Shepard:*

Shepherd, a mischievous child, threw a lighted squib, filled with gunpowder, into a partially enclosed market-house. The squib fell on the stand of a seller in the market, who picked it up and threw it across the market-house. It fell on the stand of another seller, who picked it up and threw it, too. On this throw, the squib hit Scott in the face and exploded, putting out his eye. 289

To determine whether the plaintiff had properly pled a trespass action, the *Scott* court was required to consider whether Shepard’s actions directly injured Scott, or whether the intervening conduct of the sellers throwing the squib rendered the plaintiff’s harm as indirect and therefore not sufficient to give rise to liability. 290 Those familiar with proximate cause analysis might recognize that the question of directness was translated into a starting point for some forms of proximate cause analysis. 291 Similarly, *In re Polemis* is emblematic of applying the former directness standard, explaining “the question [of] whether particular damages
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are recoverable depends only on the answer to the question whether they are the direct consequences of the act.” 292 A common U.S. formulation of the directness standard examines whether there was “an unbroken connection between the wrongful act and the injury, a continuous operation.” 293 Despite its early origin, the directness standard continues to have viability in a number of courts today in both negligence and statutory causes of action.

A simple case applying the directness standard is the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s 1921 decision in Kelley v. Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad Co. 294 There, the plaintiff was the driver of a car who was injured when driving by a warehouse which had a very large door that had swung out unexpectedly in front of her car. 295 She sued the railroad, which was responsible for removing a removing a post that had been installed by the warehouse to prevent the door from swinging out into the street where the plaintiff had been driving when the accident occurred. 296 Although the railroad was responsible for increasing the danger of the condition, the court found that it was not the proximate cause of the injury. 297 Rather, the court held that the warehouse was legally responsible for the swinging door and was therefore the direct and proximate cause of the accident. 298

A more complex application of this standard is City of Philadelphia v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., a 2002 case brought by Philadelphia against fourteen gunmakers for, among other things, negligence and negligent entrustment for the distribution and sale of firearms. 299 This complaint sought the recovery of costs for preventing and responding to gun-related acts within the city’s borders based on the defendants’ marketing and distribution of guns that ultimately fell into the hands of criminals and children. 300 The court applied a six-factor test to assess the causal connection between the harm to the city and the defendant’s alleged negligence, as follows:

292 In re Polemis, 3 K.B. at 574.
293 Milwaukee & St. P.R. Co. v. Kellogg, 94 U.S. 469, 475 (1876). See also Duphily v. Delaware Elec. Coop., Inc., 662 A.2d 821, 829 (Del. 1995) (“[A] proximate cause is one ‘which in natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by any efficient intervening cause, produces the injury and without which the result would not have occurred.’ . . . The mere occurrence of an intervening cause, however, does not automatically break the chain of causation . . . In order to break the causal chain, the intervening cause must also be a superseding cause, that is, the intervening act or event itself must have been neither anticipated nor reasonably foreseeable by the original tortfeasor.’”).
294 270 Pa. 149 (1921).
295 Id. at 151.
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297 Id.
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299 277 F.3d 415, 419 (2002).
300 Id.
(1) the causal connection between the defendant’s wrongdoing and the plaintiff’s harm; (2) the specific intent of the defendant to harm the plaintiff; (3) the nature of the plaintiff’s alleged injury and whether it relates to the purposes of tort law; (4) whether the claim for damages is highly speculative; (5) the directness or indirectness of the alleged injury; and (6) the aim of keeping the scope of complex trials within judicially manageable limits, i.e., avoiding the risks of duplicative recoveries and the danger of complex apportionment.\footnote{Id. at 423.}

Overall, the Beretta court affirmed the district court’s finding that the causal connection was too weak to sustain liability.\footnote{Id.} Finding a lack of intent to harm the City, the analysis considered that the City’s harm was derivative of those who had been directly injured by the defendant’s guns.\footnote{Id.} Further, the court considered the City’s harm speculative because the amount of lost resources was difficult to calculate.\footnote{Id.} Holding that any gun’s route from the defendant to the user “long and tortuous,” the court determined that many of the injuries were directly caused by the gun owners rather than the gun makers.\footnote{Id.} The Beretta court concluded that “any effort to compensate plaintiffs would require the expenditure of enormous judicial resources to determine which defendants should bear what percentage of liability.”\footnote{Id. at 425.} Significantly, this decision illustrates that the concept of directness can incorporate nuanced policy analysis to consider whether the imposition of liability is consistent with the governing law. By expressly considering the larger purposes of the law, the speculative nature of the plaintiff’s injury and the defendant’s intent, the analysis goes beyond an impulsive label.

Other courts consider whether the plaintiff’s injury would have been foreseeable to the defendant at the time of the injurious conduct.\footnote{Fleming, supra note 187, at 490-91 (discussing foreseeability in the context of Comers. v. Coul tas, (1888) 13 App. Cas. 222 and Lynch v. Knight, (1861) 9 H. L. C. 577).} The textbook example of this standard is Overseas Tankship (U. K.) Ltd. v. Morts Dock & Engineering Co. (The Wagon Mound I).\footnote{[1961] AC 388 (PC) (appeal taken from NSW).} Some suggest that “[a] party’s act is the proximate cause of an injury if it is the natural and probable consequence of the act and should have been reasonably foreseen and anticipated in light of the circumstances.”\footnote{Hassan v. Begley, 836 N.E.2d 303, 307 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005) (citation omitted).} Others argue that:

Proximate cause is cause which in natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by an efficient intervening cause, produces the injury, and
Foreseeability is a term of art with several facets. In the negligence realm, foreseeability may use any number of policy levers, including: (1) whether the type of harm is foreseeable due to the nature of the risk created; (2) whether the manner of harm is foreseeable; and (3) whether the plaintiff is part of a foreseeable class of persons.\textsuperscript{311} In negligence cases, “[n]ot all courts use all three, but many commonly employ more than one of these limits.”\textsuperscript{312} Moreover, some state courts, might implement these limitations as part of proximate cause analysis, while others might treat some of these considerations as part of the duty inquiry.\textsuperscript{313}

One example of the application of the foreseeability standard is Mason v. Nashville.\textsuperscript{314} There, a plaintiff, who had been injured by a student with a razor provided in a cosmetology course, sued the school district.\textsuperscript{315} The plaintiff alleged that the school district was negligent for giving razors to students, despite a zero-tolerance policy against the possession of a weapon.\textsuperscript{316} In this case, the Mason court found foreseeability lacking.\textsuperscript{317} Following the highly context-specific Tennessee standard, the court found that the injury was not foreseeable, as the instructor had properly counseled the students in safety measures, there were no prior incidents of razor misuse, and the school had no reason to foresee that the particular student who had used the razor would be capable of being the aggressor in a fight.\textsuperscript{318} As another example, in the Texas decision Ryder Integrated Logistics, Inc. v. Fayette County, the court considered whether a police department was liable for injuries to a truck driver who was killed as he drove past the scene of a traffic stop on the side of a highway.\textsuperscript{319} The plaintiff’s injury occurred when he was distracted by the police vehicle, which was in the process of turning around so that its headlights and flashing lights

\textsuperscript{311} David A. Fischer, Products Liability — Proximate Cause, Intervening Cause, and Duty, 52 Mo. L. Rev. 547, 549 (1987) (summarizing negligence principles).
\textsuperscript{312} Id.
\textsuperscript{313} Id.
\textsuperscript{314} 189 S.W.3d 217 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2005).
\textsuperscript{315} Id. at 217, 218-19.
\textsuperscript{316} Id. at 217, 218-19.
\textsuperscript{317} Id. at 227.
\textsuperscript{318} Id. at 226-27 (“The Tennessee standard is whether it was foreseeable that a student like Ms. Moore- who received proper instruction as to the safe use and transportation of the cosmetology kit, who had been tested on those instructions, who had been warned that an improper use of the kit or its contents could violate the zero tolerance policy, and who had no history of violence – would take the razor from the cosmetology kit and use it as a weapon to criminally assault another student at school.”).
\textsuperscript{319} 453 S.W.3d 922 (Tex. 2015).
faced oncoming traffic.\footnote{Id. at 929.} As with Mason, the Ryder analysis was highly fact-specific, holding that a fact issue arose with respect to proximate cause because “a reasonable peace officer could have foreseen that driving westbound near an eastbound shoulder at night—with headlights and emergency lights illuminated—might confuse drivers, disrupt traffic, and lead to a collision much like the one that ultimately occurred.”\footnote{Id.}

The introduction of foreseeability into the proximate cause inquiry aims to further the negligence cause of action’s purposes. In this way, foreseeability asks whether the imposition of liability is consonant with the purposes of this particular cause of action. To a significant degree, negligence law is concerned with the liability for risk taken in light of foreseeable harms.\footnote{ROSSER & KEETON ON TORTS, supra note 2, \S 43, at 281. See also, e.g., Chapman v. Mayfield, 361 P.3d 566, 572 (Or. 2015); Walker v. Harris, 924 S.W.2d 375, 377 (Tex. 1996); Amaya v. Potter, 94 S.W.3d 856, 861 (Tex. App. 2002); Hegyes v. Unjian Enterprises, Inc., 234 Cal. App. 3d 1103, 1130 (Ct. App. 1991), \textit{reh’g denied and opinion modified} (Oct. 23, 1991); Crislip v. Holland, 401 So. 2d 1115, 1116 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1981).} Foreseeability is evident in negligence duty formulations, which consider foreseeability as a question of law for assessing “whether the category of negligent conduct at issue is sufficiently likely to result in the kind of harm experienced that liability may appropriately be imposed on the negligent party.”\footnote{Ballard v. Uribe, 41 Cal. 3d 564, 573 n.6 (1986).} Foreseeability is integrated in the standard of care, which inquires whether the defendant’s burden of avoiding an accident would have been reasonable in light of the foreseeable risks to the plaintiff.\footnote{\textit{See}, e.g., Becker v. Interstate Properties, 569 F.2d 1203, 1212 (3d Cir. 1977) (reciting the definition of legal duty adopted by the New Jersey Supreme Court) (citation omitted).} As part of the overall negligence inquiry, the proximate cause standard has been defined through the use of such terms as “reasonably foreseen” and “natural” and “probable.”\footnote{See supra notes 308-310 and accompanying text.}

Theorists have considered various reasons that courts apply the foreseeability doctrine despite the fact that this consideration already exists in other elements of the tort. Professor Grady considers that this standard eliminates liability for accidents that are “merely coincidental accidents.”\footnote{Grady, supra note 230, at 300.} Professor Kelley posits that foreseeability may seem to be “an accurate and illuminating way of expressing delicate judgments about the mutual expectations in social systems of reliance that underlie some of our basic judgments about wrongdoing in any particular social context.”\footnote{Kelley, supra note 269, at 77.} Yet as proximate cause evolved as a legal requirement, these explanations may be considered incomplete. Moreover, as a malleable concept, foreseeability has been criticized for “its triple role and its
accordion-like meaning” and as “clearly one of the murky concepts that has led students and scholars to think that negligence law lacks conceptual integrity.”

Some courts apply a mix of both foreseeability and directness. One example of this is *Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Tulsa, Okl. v. Von Brady.* There, the plaintiff was driving in the right lane and was cut off by the sudden turn of a third party, who swerved into her from the left lane. To avoid a collision, the plaintiff turned right and hit the defendant Pepsi’s truck which was parked illegally on the side of the road by its employee. She sued Pepsi as the owner and employer, claiming that but-for the illegally parked truck she would have avoided the injury because there would have been sufficient space for her to navigate away from the scenario. Clearly, Pepsi’s actions were in breach of local parking regulations. The court recognized that “the parking of the truck created a condition prior to the accident cannot be disputed, but [questioned whether it was]... such a ‘condition’ that liability can be predicated thereon?” Rejecting this, the court instead held that the third party was the sole and proximate cause of the injury. The court explained that the Pepsi truck was not the “efficient cause” and had “merely furnish[ed] a condition by which the injury was made possible,” which is language used in the directness formulation. Additionally, the opinion explained that the Pepsi employee could not have foreseen the third party’s action at the time that the truck was illegally parked. Although the *Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.* court might have held that the truck was a direct (and therefore proximate) cause of the plaintiff’s injury given that it provided source of the point of impact, it chose instead to predicate liability solely on the third party’s more overt negligence. In doing so, the court relied on a mix of directness and foreseeability.

In the abstract, the choice between these starting points may not be critical. Each formulation is sufficiently malleable to accommodate a range of policy choices. To trace any of these standards reveals shifts that function as a marker of the larger societal changes and attitudes about recovery, liability and risk. Nonetheless, one must be cognizant of how these terms are used in our current
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330 *Id.* at 994-95.

331 *Id.* at 995.

332 *Id.* at 996. *See also* F. WHARTON, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF NEGLIGENCE 73-84 (2nd ed. 1878) (distinguishing conditions and causes).

333 *Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.*, 386 P.2d. at 996.

334 *Id.* at 996.

335 *Id.* at 997.

336 Fleming, *supra* note 187, at 492 (observing with respect to one such change “was to be attributable to a deep shift in social philosophy, associated with the modern welfare state, in which judges have on the whole collaborated with juries to ensure a much wider range of loss distribution than would have been acceptable forty years ago”).
legal and economic culture. Almost anything can be imagined to be direct, indirect, foreseeable or unforeseeable. As one example, one might say that it is foreseeable that a large multi-national corporation will sell products overseas. Based on that, one might find all types of international activity compensable. Yet that facile conclusion fails to recognize the very real tensions of international law, as well as the overall goal of facilitating invention and innovation in the aggregate. As these standards become crystallized into patent precedent, they must begin to reflect outcome-determinative meanings that reflect policy choices. For example, certain states have created default rules under which instances of a plaintiff’s suicide, excessive drinking or product misuse are sufficient to constitute intervening, superseding causes that terminate defendants’ liability.  

These decisions implement policies that concern compensation, responsibility, and risk. Over time, similar presumptions should be implemented in the patent context to increase predictability of the governing standards. More broadly, proximate cause shapes liability in negligence cases in a manner that is consistent — and conforms — to the purpose of the cause of action. Rather than considering concepts such as directness and foreseeability as immutable, it is critical that the context for their construction is considered as that standard is translated to patent law.

**B. Scope of the Risk Analysis**

Negligence might be defined as a protection against the unreasonable risk of harms created by others. In the proximate cause analysis, the plaintiff’s injury must derive from the type of harm that renders the defendant’s conduct tortious. This “harm within the risk” rule is intended to ensure that “whatever risks, in other words, made one negligent should also be the only risks for which one should have to pay if they have materialized in actual harm.” Derived from cases written in the 1850’s, this principle limits the plaintiff’s compensation to the injuries that are the same types of harm that render the defendant’s acts tortious.
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337 White v. Lawrence, 975 S.W.2d 525, 530 (Tenn. 1998) (citing cases and recognizing that “suicide may constitute an intervening cause if it is a willful, calculated, and deliberate act of one who has the power of choice.”) (citations omitted); Marshall v. Clark Equip. Co., 680 N.E.2d 1102, 1108 (Ind. Ct. App.), decision clarified on denial of reh’g, 683 N.E.2d 1351 (Ind. Ct. App. 1997) (“An intervening cause, such as a misuse of the product, will relieve the manufacturer of liability when the intervening acts could not have been reasonably foreseen by the manufacturer.”); Sapko v. State, 305 Conn. 360, 388 (2012) (finding the decedent’s ingestion of excessive quantities of prescription drugs to be a superseding cause of death).

338 See Kelley, supra note 269, at 52 (classifying “foreseeability” as “an elastic concept”).

339 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, supra note 97, at § 282.
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Professor John C. P. Goldberg has a set of useful hypotheticals to explain how this requirement operates. As he describes, imagine a driver who carelessly throws a half-filled coffee cup out of his window. In the first hypothetical, the coffee splashes on the windshield of an approaching car. As the coffee blocks the vision of the driver of that car, he swerves, strikes, and seriously injures a pedestrian standing on the far sidewalk. In this case, the plaintiff’s injury is arguably within the scope of the risk of the defendant’s activity. Under a proper analysis, the defendant is not required to foresee the precise manner in which the plaintiff was harmed, but only that a passerby might be physically harmed by this careless act. Alternatively, consider that the cup falls harmlessly on the street. Infuriated by this thoughtlessness, the plaintiff raises his arm in anger, which inadvertently knocks into a hidden beehive located on a nearby tree limb. According to Goldberg, the plaintiff’s injury from the bee stings, although a cause in fact of the defendant’s action, is not proximately caused by it. As he explains, “the risk of a pedestrian’s being injured by a bee sting was not one of the risks that inclines us to label throwing litter out of a moving car to be a careless activity.”

To properly apply this standard, one must first identify the nature of the tortious conduct and the scope of the relevant risk. Unquestionably, there are assumptions and judgments made during this definitional act. A broader
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351 See also DAN B. DOBBS ET AL., THE LAW OF TORTS § 198 (2d ed. 2018). Dobbs et al. provide the following example:
[S]uppose that the defendant negligently manufactures a vacuum cleaner so that it does not have good suction. After several frustrating days using the cleaner, the purchaser takes it to the repair shop. On her way to the shop, the purchaser is struck by a car and suffers injury. The manufacturer was negligent. The manufacturer’s negligence was one of the many factual causes leading to the purchaser’s harm—but for the manufacturer’s negligence, the purchaser would have stayed home safely cleaning carpets and would not have been struck by a car. Yet here again, legal professionals are likely to agree that the manufacturer’s conduct in making the poor vacuum was not a proximate cause of the plaintiff’s injury, because the defendant’s negligence did not create or increase the risk of injury in a vehicular collision.
Id.
definition of tortious conduct will result in more instances where liability will be imposed — for example, “driving” has a broader range of available risks compared with the narrower activity of “littering from a car window.” Next, one considers the relevant risks of the activity and determine whether the injury has a sufficient relation to at least one of those risks.\textsuperscript{353} For example, it has been said that the risk of handing a loaded gun to a child is the risk of injury resulting from the child firing the gun because very young person’s lack a full understanding its danger.\textsuperscript{354} Therefore, if the child drops the gun and injures her foot, that harm is outside the scope of the risk created through the negligent entrustment.\textsuperscript{355} This would trigger proximate cause to terminate liability. That is, rules against giving children guns are not enforced by compensation for an injury that would have occurred if the defendant had handed the child a non-dangerous, but heavy, object such as an iron pot. In other words, the harm within the risk rule is intended to ensure the necessary correlation between the defendant’s tort and the plaintiff’s harm.\textsuperscript{356}

As one source explains, this limitation ensures fairness from a corrective justice standpoint that “the defendant is not held legally responsible for the materialization of a harm that is not within the set of possibilities that supply a reason for exercising due care.”\textsuperscript{357} This aspect of the proximate cause requirement provides a vital link between a tortious event and the plaintiff’s harm.\textsuperscript{358} If the law permitted plaintiff’s recovery for innocent conduct: (1) socially valuable non-tortious activity would be discouraged; (2) the plaintiff would be overcompensated; and (3) negligence would operate in a similar manner to strict liability.\textsuperscript{359} Negligence would be treated in a manner similar to strict liability in the sense that liability would be imposed on a defendant without a showing of fault, but without the limitations required to bring a strict liability claim.\textsuperscript{360}

Inherent in this rule is the concept that, absent the meaningful application of proximate cause, the other elements of a negligence claims are over inclusive.\textsuperscript{361}

\textsuperscript{353} See Hurd & Moore, supra note 340, at 334.


\textsuperscript{355} Id.

\textsuperscript{356} Hurd & Moore, supra note 340, at 334. If, however, the tortious action is defined as handing a small child a very heavy object — in this case, it happens to be a loaded gun — then liability can be imposed. Id.


\textsuperscript{358} See id.

\textsuperscript{359} See Shavell, supra note 210, at 486.

\textsuperscript{360} See id. at 489

\textsuperscript{361} Id. ("In reality a significant element of strict liability is inherent in the negligence rule: injurers who do in fact act with due care or attempt to do so will sometimes be found negligent and have to pay damages.").
In other words, following the letter of the other tort elements results in the imposition of liability for even reasonable risks. The tort duty rules, together with the standard breach analysis, can deliver results that, particularly when coupled with the expansive cause in fact analysis, are inconsistent with the purposes of the law. Significantly, proximate cause cuts off liability despite the fact that a defendant breached a duty to an injured plaintiff. As one source explains, proximate cause “serves as the final and finest sieve” that considers the specific context in which the alleged harm occurred. The harm within the risk rule provides a vital link that excludes injuries that result from either socially beneficial risks or those that are merely fortuitous from the liability calculation.

C. Intervening, Superseding and Efficient Causes

Proximate cause doctrine relies on the mechanism of the intervening, superseding cause to cut off liability in particular cases. In some jurisdictions, a parallel concept is used to cut off liability at its efficient cause (sometimes called the operating efficient cause or efficient intervening cause), which “is usually termed the cause, whose share in the matter is most conspicuous, and is immediately preceding and proximate to the event.” These concepts have been described as follows:

The issue of an intervening cause occurs when a new and independent force . . . so interrupts the chain of events that it becomes the responsible, direct, proximate, and immediate cause of the injury. Such acts typically occur between the defendant’s initial injurious act and the time that the plaintiff is injured. In negligence cases, “[i]f the intervening force
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362 Grady, supra note 230, at 294 (describing the stringent duty standard and explaining “unless liability is limited in some way [namely proximate cause], people will avoid the activities in which their own breach of duty is predictably likely”).
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366 Gilead & Green, supra note 230, at 1538.

367 See, e.g., Milwaukee & St. P.Ry. Co. v. Kellogg, 94 U.S. 469, 475 (1876); Duphily v. Delaware Elec. Coop., Inc., 662 A.2d 821, 829 (Del. 1995) (“In order to break the causal chain, the intervening cause must also be a superseding cause, that is, the intervening act or event itself must have been neither anticipated nor reasonably foreseeable by the original tortfeasor.”); Carson v. Dudley, 25 A.D.3d 983, 983 (N.Y. App. Div. 2006).

368 Powers v. Standard Oil Co., 119 A. 273, 274 (N.J. 1923), aff’d, 121 A. 926 (N.J. 1923); Tapp v. Blackmore Ranch, Inc., 575 N.W.2d 341, 349 (Neb. 1998); Smith v. Secrist, 590 S.W.2d 386, 389 (Mo. Ct. App. 1979). This article will refer to these standards collectively as the intervening, superseding cause.

actually does intervene—producing harm by active operation after the negligent commission or omission of the actor sought to be held liable, then, usually, that actor’s conduct is exonerated provided that the intervening force was not foreseeable. Such acts are caused by third parties or independent forces such as an unforeseen storm, physical aspects of a landscape or road, or other significant contributing factors to the plaintiff’s injury that are more proximate in time or space.

There are significant exceptions to the intervening, superseding cause rule. One is that a second tortfeasor engaged in a risk that is objectively foreseeable to the defendant will not break the causal chain. As with foreseeability in other contexts, the term is a legal conclusion that varies based on both the facts and policy judgment. For example, in Biggers v. Continental Bus System, Inc., a decedent whose car had been hit head-on by one of Continental’s buses that was being driven at an excessive speed. At the time of the accident, the decedent’s car was driving in the wrong lane toward the bus. The defendant, Continental, argued that proximate cause was lacking because “one operating an automobile on a highway is not required, under any circumstances, to foresee or anticipate that an automobile traveling in the opposite direction may enter the wrong traffic lane.” Recognizing that other jurisdictions were in conflict, the Texas Supreme Court sided with the line of cases holding that such events were foreseeable. This court explained “[i]t is a matter of common knowledge that a fair proportion of collisions on highways are ‘head-on’ collisions, resulting from one of the automobiles being in the wrong lane of traffic.” On that basis, the Biggers court affirmed a jury finding that the bus’s excessive speed was the proximate cause of the collision.

Biggers’ holding underscores that foreseeability operates as a policy judgment. The decedent’s car began driving in the wrong lane because it was part of a line of cars that was forced to suddenly slow down. This was because the lead car hit its brakes and slowed from driving 40-45 miles per hour down to 10-15 “to observe the creek to ascertain if it was too muddy for fishing.”
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decedent, driving behind this lead car, slowed to avoid an accident. However, the car behind the decedent was unable to brake quickly enough and continued forward, pushing the decedent’s car into oncoming traffic right in front of the speeding bus. The defendant bus company argued “that its driver could not reasonably foresee the unusual circumstance” that led the decedent’s car to arrive in the wrong lane. In response, the Biggers court over-ruled precedent that had held that “one’s negligence cannot be a proximate cause of an injury unless the precise manner or means of the injury resulting from the negligence can be foreseen.” Instead, the Biggers court applied the rule that proximate cause was established so long as a hypothetical reasonable person driving the bus should have foreseen the risk of excessive speed to any car that entered the wrong lane for any reason. In effect, the court considered both the nature of the risk (excessive speed) coupled with the foreseeability of the plaintiff (any car in the wrong lane) to further a policy that favors compensation to injured plaintiffs. Additionally, by steering the analysis toward the generalized nature of the risk of excessive speed and away from the foreseeability of the particularized manner in which the accident occurred, the Biggers court relied on all three policy guides to allow recovery for the decedent.

More broadly, these cases illustrate that in close cases the concept of foreseeability, which tracks other policies woven throughout negligence law, can operate within proximate cause to separately allow or withhold damages to further the law’s goals. These turning points — whether under the direct or foreseeability standard — can be similarly implemented in the patent system to guide liability as a matter of policy. Over time, these precedents can be crystallized to provide certainty and act as an incentive to structure transactions appropriately.

D. Modifying Proximate Cause

Although the roots of proximate cause developed primarily in negligence law, the requirement applies to other common law torts. In such cases, the proximate cause is fine-tuned to fit contextually with the relevant cause of action. For example, some sources hold that those who act willfully for the purpose of causing harm cannot rely on the argument that foreseeability is lacking and that, therefore, recovery should be denied for lack of proximate cause. In such cases, the inquiry collapses to the cause in fact question and a defendant cannot
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rely on the argument that the harm was unforeseeable to terminate liability. For example, those engaged in an intentional tort will be liable for all harm caused, including harms that are not reasonably foreseeable.\textsuperscript{389} This is because the law seeks to powerfully discourage intentionally wrongful conduct.\textsuperscript{390} In effect, the rule requires the defendant to become liable for consequences that are entirely unexpected, even if the defendant would not have responsible for those harms if he had been merely negligent.\textsuperscript{391}

In contrast, a California court narrowed the scope of proximate cause in a case asserting negligence against the state, rendering it more difficult for the plaintiff to recover where governmental decision-making was challenged.\textsuperscript{392} In that case, the plaintiff alleged that a governmental actor had failed to order a sufficient psychological evaluative test for an inmate, Pitre, who was soon to be released from prison.\textsuperscript{393} According to the plaintiff, an adequate evaluation, as required by a state statute, would have led to Pitre’s psychiatric commitment.\textsuperscript{394} Instead, she was murdered by Pitre soon after his release.\textsuperscript{395} The relevant statute directed, among other things, that government’s immunity rested on proximate cause between the government employee’s conduct and the harm. The court recognized that its conclusion about proximate cause was based on public policy.\textsuperscript{396} After reviewing a line of California governmental immunity decisions which found proximate cause lacking in cases brought against governmental decision makers, this Court affirmed the lower court’s demurrer of plaintiff’s

\textsuperscript{389} \textsc{Restatement (Third) of Torts} § 33(a) (Am. Law. Inst. 2010) (“An actor who intentionally causes harm is subject to liability for that harm even if it was unlikely to occur.”).

\textsuperscript{390} See id. at cmt. a. Notably, proximate cause continues to limit liability if the harm cause is outside the scope of the risk designated by the controlling source of law. Id. at § 33(c) (a tortious actor “is not subject to liability for harm the risk of which was not increased by the actor’s tortious conduct.”). Moreover, certain forms of intervening causes will cut off liability in cases of an intentional tort, so long as the intervening cause is not driven by the defendant’s conduct. Id. at §34. The Restatement (Second) of Torts also provides that “[a] person who commits a tort against another for the purpose of causing a particular harm to the other is liable for such harm if it results, whether or not it is expectable, except where the harm results from an outside force the risk of which is not increased by the defendant’s act.”. \textsc{Restatement (Second) of Torts} § 435A (Am. Law. Inst. 1965)


\textsuperscript{392} State Dep’t of State Hosps. v. Superior Court, 61 Cal. 4th 339, 356 (2015) (“The policy considerations bearing on the question of proximate cause are also a considerable obstacle to plaintiff’s claim.”).

\textsuperscript{393} Id. at 346-47.

\textsuperscript{394} Id. at 347.

\textsuperscript{395} Id. at 346.

\textsuperscript{396} Id. at 353 (“[P]roximate cause is ordinarily concerned, not with the fact of causation, but with the various considerations of policy that limit an actor’s responsibility for the consequences of his conduct.”) (quotations omitted).
action, finding proximate cause lacking as a matter of law.\textsuperscript{397} Given that evaluators had discretion in the review process, the court found that “[a]s a matter of policy” the proximate cause inquiry was “problematic, because it trenches closely upon the discretionary functions of the evaluation process” established by statute.\textsuperscript{398} In short, to protect the discretion of governmental decision makers, the court held that proximate cause was not met.\textsuperscript{399} In such instances, proximate cause’s black letter standard is varied based on the policy reasons that derive from the nature of the claim.

As in tort law, proximate cause can be varied to apply to different instances of infringement in the patent context. Thus, proximate cause in cases of willful infringement might allow the capture of liability compared to cases where the infringer had no notice of the patent. Similarly, proximate cause in cases of attenuated liability, such as where a manufacturer provides a very minor infringing component of a multicomponent device, proximate cause might be applied more stringently.

\textbf{E. The Appearance of Redundancy}

One pervasive characteristic of proximate cause analysis is the doctrine’s tendency to apply standards that are duplicative of other elements of the substantive cause of action. In negligence law, the proximate cause analysis in many jurisdictions relies heavily on foreseeability, which is also central to aspects of the duty and breach analysis.\textsuperscript{400} In other words, the proximate causal chain encompasses foreseeable types of harm, and the determination over whether an event is an intervening cause rests on whether it is foreseeable. At the same time, one way to establish a legal duty toward another is based on whether or not the plaintiff should have been a foreseeable victim that might be harmed by the defendant’s risk-creating activity.\textsuperscript{401} Additionally, foreseeability governs the scope of the defendant’s duty, in that traditional breach analyses encompass limitations for the objectively foreseeable likelihood of harms to others. Professor Leon Green argues that proximate cause’s “chameleon quality permits it to be substituted for any one of the elements of a negligence case when decision on that element becomes difficult.”\textsuperscript{402}

Although there may be some truth in his argument, the analysis of redundant elements evidences that courts apply foreseeability \textit{differently} within proximate

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{397} Id. at 353, 357.
\bibitem{398} Id. at 357.
\bibitem{399} See id. at 360-62.
\bibitem{400} See supra notes 323-326 and accompanying text.
\bibitem{401} See, e.g., Lopez v. McDonald’s Corp., 193 Cal. App. 3d 495, 508 n.7 (Cal. Ct. App. 1987) (“The defendant owes a duty of care to all persons who are foreseeably endangered by his conduct, with respect to all risks which make the conduct unreasonably dangerous.”) (citations and quotations omitted).
\bibitem{402} Leon Green, Proximate Cause in Texas Negligence Law, 28 Tex. L. Rev. 471, 471 (1950).
\end{thebibliography}
cause compared to others. This allows courts to fine-tune liability where the other elements of the claim do not lead to just results that are commensurate with the law’s purpose. In the negligence context, this occurs where there is a categorical rule establishing a legal duty to the plaintiff, for example the doctor-patient duty or the business invitee rule. The legal system tends to create such precedent to provide some level of certainty for actors engaged in risk-creating activity. That is, prospective defendants should know where their legal liability begins and ends so that they can shape their activities to minimize the potential for payment. The negligence system benefits from this stability, because it allows for the creation of legal rules that can incentivize risk creators to aim for an optimal level of risk. This balance is important because a burdensome negligence standard incentivizes risk creators to undertake wasteful spending on protective measures or curtailing socially valuable activity entirely. Yet, as applied in some cases, negligence law’s categorical rules can deliver harsh results in the absence of doctrines to limit liability. In other words, a negligence system does not impose liability for all risks, but relies on doctrines that include proximate cause to calibrate liability to guide defendants to engage in appropriate levels of risk.

For example, in *Pine v. Arruda*, a woman was injured at a golf course when she was hit by a member who was driving a golf cart, which suddenly accelerated when the plaintiff’s golf bag fell on the accelerator. The accident occurred during a sudden rain and lightning storm that arose during tournament, when a member tried to pull the cart out of the rain into a covered area so that the plaintiff’s bag would not get wet. The plaintiff sued the golf course alleging negligence for its failure to exercise due care by failing to have more covered storage areas and assistance with golf carts during rain delays. Applying the categorical duty rule for business invitees, the court found the defendant golf course owed the plaintiff a legal duty to “maintain its property in a reasonably safe condition in view of all the circumstances, including the likelihood of injury to others, the seriousness of the injury, and the burden of avoiding the risk.”

Accepting the defendant’s argument that liability under these circumstances would impose “liability for all injuries resulting from the negligence use of their golf carts no matter who was using them or how attenuated the link was between the conduct of the country club and the resulting injury.” Accepting that argument, the court found that the plaintiff’s claim should be rejected for the lack of proximate cause. Among other things, the court considered the golf cart’s driver as an unforeseeable intervening cause that terminated any potential

404 Id.
405 Id. at 285.
406 Id. at 285.
407 Id. at 284-285.
408 Id. at 285.
liability. The Pine court’s entry of judgment in favor of the defendant demonstrates that, more broadly, proximate cause allows for the courts to craft liability rules that allow risk-creating businesses to engage in appropriate levels of risk. Further, proximate cause prevents defendants from incurring liability for injuries over which they have little to no control.

Certainly, a court might have concluded differently than the Pine court did. This is the type of policy judgment that allows courts to set an appropriate level of risk as a matter of policy. A court might determine, for example, that the defendant country club needed to incentives to provide more protective measures than were taken here. The existence of proximate cause gives courts the flexibility and policy space to make that judgment. In the patent context, the existence of a cause in fact inquiry in the lost profits inquiry therefore does not preclude the applicability of proximate cause in that area. Nor does it preclude consideration of both cause in fact and proximate cause for reasonably royalty relief.

VI. PROXIMATE CAUSE AND STATUTORY CAUSES OF ACTION

A. Overview

The proximate cause limitation of negligence law cannot be imported wholesale into all statutory causes of action. Given the disorderly state of the common law across the fifty states, the Supreme Court has recognized the difficulty of stating a precise proximate cause test for application to federal statutory claims. Many of the leading cases integrate a patchwork of considerations. Each bears the same judicial stamp that considers the appropriate limits on liability. Yet another consistent theme among these authorities is that the policies of proximate cause are malleable to fit the policies reflected in the relevant statute.

In some cases, the Court has applied a modified scope of the risk analysis. For example, in Blue Shield of Virginia v. McCready — an antitrust action — the Supreme Court set forth the relevant test as a mix of the common law standard coupled with limitations that are relevant to the purposes of the antitrust statute. Further, in Associated General Contractors of California v. California State Council of Carpenters, the Supreme Court’s analysis, explicitly regarded any harms caused by conduct that were not re-dressable by the antitrust law as
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411 Blue Shield of Va. v. McCready, 457 U.S. 465, 478 (1982) (describing the relevant test as comprised of two-factors: “(1) . . . the physical and economic nexus between the alleged violation and the harm to the plaintiff, and (2), more particularly, . . . the relationship of the injury alleged with those forms of injury about which Congress was likely to have been concerned in making defendant’s conduct unlawful and in providing a private remedy under § 4.”).
irrelevant. This analysis evolved the common law “harm within the risk” rule to a “harm within the statute’s purpose” rule, which fine-tuned the policy driven imposition of liability. In *Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc.*, the Court instructed that that the “[p]roximate-cause analysis is controlled by the nature of the statutory cause of action,” and that an important part of the proximate cause inquiry turns on whether “the harm alleged has a sufficiently close connection to the conduct the statute prohibits.” These decisions underscore that proximate cause must be modified to further the purposes of the statute that is asserted to create the defendant’s liability. For patent law, the relevant inquiry must therefore be viewed in light of the goals of the system which gives rise to invention and innovation.

Certainly, the leading statutory cases use parts of the structure of proximate cause as that doctrine developed in negligence law. For example, the directness of the plaintiff’s harm is a key consideration for proximate cause in many statutory causes of action; although the foreseeability inquiry controls in others. Those terms remain as malleable as it is in common law tort cases. For example, in *Lexmark Int’l v. Static Control Components*, the Supreme Court considered proximate cause in the context of a federal statutory cause of action for false advertising. There, the Court applied the directness standard. In doing so, the Court wove in some of the considerations that are similar to those discussed in the *Beretta* case. The *Lexmark* opinion considered the directness of the plaintiff’s asserted injury, the policy of keeping the scope of trials within
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412 *Associated Gen. Contractors*, 459 U.S. at 526-527 (“Such deceptive diversion of business to the nonunion portion of a so-called ‘double-breasted’ operation might constitute a breach of contract, an unfair labor practice, or perhaps even a common-law fraud or deceit, but in the context of the bargaining relationship between the parties to this litigation, such activities are plainly not subject to review under the federal antitrust laws.”). Although the language of the *Associated General Contractors* decision does not appear to expressly create a proximate cause requirement for Clayton Act claims, the opinion has been read to do so. See Holmes v. Sec. Inv. Protection Corp., 503 U.S. 258, 267-68 (1992) (construing *Associated General Contractors*, stating that in that case “we held that a plaintiff’s right to sue under § 4 [of the Clayton Act] required a showing that the defendant’s violation not only was a ‘but for’ cause of his injury, but was the proximate cause as well.”).


414 *Associated Gen. Contractors*, 459 U.S. at 532 (“[A] number of judge-made rules circumscribed the availability of damages recoveries in both tort and contract litigation—doctrines such as foreseeability and proximate cause, directness of injury, [etc.]”). *Associated General Contractors*, an antitrust case, utilized the directness standard. *Id.* at 540.


416 *See Lexmark Int’l Inc.*, 572 U.S. at 135.

417 *Id.* at 134-35. *See also* Southern Pac. Co. v. Darnell-Taenzer Lumber Co., 245 U.S. 531, 533 (1918) (recognizing “the general tendency of the law, in regard to damages at least, is not to go beyond the first step.”); City of Philadelphia v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., 277 F.3d 415, 423 (3rd Cir. 2002).
In other cases, the Court has considered a number of policy considerations relevant to the asserted cause of action that are akin to those considered in *Beretta*, including whether there are victims who are more directly impacted and therefore have sufficient incentives to vindicate the same wrongful conduct. Also, recognizing that defendants have limited resources, courts examine whether awarding damages to those who are indirectly harmed might preclude meaningful recovery of others who are more directly injured. For example, in *Associated General Contractors* the Supreme Court avoided allowing multiple recoveries and fashioning complicated rules apportioning damages. The Court expressed concern that multiple claims to recovery would deplete the defendant’s resources and therefore render it difficult for others to obtain meaningful financial recovery.

There is also potential difficulty in ascertaining the amount of the plaintiff’s actual damages compared with other factors that may have led to the plaintiff’s losses. This consideration recognizes that plaintiff’s harms might be caused from multiple sources, including those that do not derive from the defendant’s wrongful conduct. As one opinion explains, “the more indirect the injury, the more difficult it becomes to ascertain the amount of a plaintiff’s damages attributable to [the defendant’s wrongdoing], as distinct from other, independent, factors.” Some dicta suggests that the mere potential complexity of apportioning harms is not determinative. Nonetheless, consistent with the common law, where there are a multiplicity of factors that contribute to the plaintiff’s injury — leading to a conclusion that the defendant’s conduct is not a substantial factor to the plaintiff’s harm, recovery is denied.
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420 *Anza*, 547 U.S. at 460.
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426 *Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc.*, 572 U.S. 118, 135 (2014) (stating that the “potential difficulty in ascertaining and apportioning damages is not . . . an independent basis for denying standing where it is adequately alleged that a defendant’s conduct has proximately injured an interest of the plaintiff’s that the statute protects.”).

427 *Perron ex rel. Jackson v. J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, N.A.*, 845 F.3d 852, 858 (7th Cir. 2017) (finding that the plaintiffs’ attempt to recover for dissolution of their marriage due to the defendant’s violation of the federal Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) was rejected for lack of proximate cause because “[t]his kind of claimed harm is far too attenuated
Just as in negligence cases, some of these policy considerations are redundant of some of the statutory cause of action’s other elements. Proximate cause applied in the antitrust context is one example, where both consider the nature of the plaintiff’s injury as central to the resolution of both standing and proximate cause.\textsuperscript{428} Just as in negligence law, this injury is analyzed differently for the statutory tort. For standing in antitrust cases, the plaintiff’s injury is considered to assess whether it is within the zone of interests protected by the antitrust law.\textsuperscript{429} In contrast, for proximate cause in antitrust cases, the question of the plaintiff’s injury “is not one of standing, but of directness.”\textsuperscript{430} Similarly, in \textit{Lexmark v. Static Control Components}, a false advertising case, the Court considered both the type of injury suffered by the plaintiff for standing purposes and its directness to determine proximate cause.\textsuperscript{431} Although those conversant with patent infringement analysis are accustomed to compartmentalizing issues within particular elements, the trend in proximate cause analysis allows for redundancy that considers different aspects of policy in different claim elements.

\textbf{B. Statutory Torts and Proximate Cause}

A number of Supreme Court cases demonstrate the manner in which the court applies the doctrine of proximate cause to federal statutory claims. As an early example, in \textit{Associated General Contractors of California v. California State Council of Carpenters} ("\textit{Associated General Contractors}")\textsuperscript{432} the Supreme Court examined whether plaintiff-union could bring a claim for treble damages § 4 of the Clayton Act, which authorizes recovery by “any person who shall be injured in his business or property by reason of anything forbidden in the antitrust laws.”\textsuperscript{433} The union alleged $25 million in damages based on defendant-employer’s efforts to persuade employers to hire non-union workers.\textsuperscript{434} As a

\textsuperscript{428} See \textit{South Dakota v. Kansas City S. Indus., Inc.}, 880 F.2d 40, 46 (8th Cir. 1989) ("[A]s the Supreme Court has observed, the determination of whether there is antitrust standing is similar to the determination of whether there is proximate cause.").

\textsuperscript{429} See \textit{id.} at 46 (explaining that and injury must be “directly related to the harm the antitrust laws were designed to protect” to form the basis of a claim.).


\textsuperscript{431} \textit{Lexmark Int’l., Inc.}, 572 U.S. at 137-38.

\textsuperscript{432} 459 U.S. 519 (1983).


\textsuperscript{434} \textit{Associated Gen. Contractors}, 459 U.S. at 522-24. The relevant allegations redressable by the Clayton Act are described by the Court are:

\[T]hat defendants ‘coerced’ two classes of persons: (1) landowners and others who let construction contracts, i.e., the defendants’ customers and potential customers; and (2) general contractors, i.e., defendants’ competitors and defendants themselves. Coercion
result, the complaint alleged that contractors and subcontractors who employed union workers lost contracts, and that the defendant’s conduct interfered with employers’ ability to make “free choices between market alternatives [and] is inherently destructive of competitive conditions.” 435 Although the Court concluded that the law’s statutory history did not discuss proximate cause, the Associated General Contractors Court read the requirement into the statute. 436 Ultimately, the Court determined that the plaintiff union could not bring its claims under the Clayton Act because its allegations did not establish that its injury had been proximately caused by the defendant’s alleged conduct. 437

In coming to its decision, the Associated General Contractors Court relied on both the type of harm and the foreseeability of plaintiff’s injuries. 438 Specifically, the Court held that these damages were not the type of harm that Congress sought to protect by enacting the antitrust laws. 439 Further, the Court found that the union was not within the class of plaintiffs that Congress sought to protect with these laws, evoking the common law’s “foreseeable plaintiff” concept. 440 In addition, the Court considered the directness of the union’s injuries, evoking Polemis’ legal rule. 441 Yet unlike Polemis which used directness to expand liability, the Associated General Contractors Court read the word “direct” narrowly to hold that the union could not establish proximate cause under the facts presented. 442

The Associated General Contractors Court relied on several policy considerations, including that the harm from the alleged conduct was diffused among others with more direct injuries. In addition to the fact that these plaintiffs had incentives to vindicate their own claims, the Court found that the union’s

against the members of both classes was designed to induce them to give some of their business—but not necessarily all of it—to nonunion firms. 

Id. at 527-28.

435 Id. at 528. See also Lexmark Int’l Inc., 572 U.S. at 126 (stating that, in Associated General Contractors, the Court “held that the statute limited the class to plaintiffs whose injuries were proximately caused by a defendant’s antitrust violations.”).

436 Assoc. Gen. Contractors, 459 U.S. at 532-33

437 Id. at 540 (citing Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc., 429 U.S. 477, 487-489 (1977) (drawing on antitrust’s standing jurisprudence and explaining “[i]n each case its alleged injury must be analyzed to determine whether it is of the type that the antitrust statute was intended to forestall. In this case, particularly in light of the longstanding collective bargaining relationship between the parties, the Union’s labor-market interests seem to predominate, and the Brunswick test is not satisfied.”)).

438 Id. at 538.

439 Id. at 545.

440 Id. at 540 (“Set against this background, a union, in its capacity as bargaining representative, will frequently not be part of the class the Sherman Act was designed to protect.”).

441 Id. at 540.

442 See Associated General Contractors, 459 U.S. at 539-46. Note that the court determined that there was “no risk of double recovery” in the case. Id. at 551.
injuries were, by comparison, “speculative.”\textsuperscript{443} The Court observed that the union’s alleged harm might have been caused by other factors unrelated to the defendant’s conduct, and that its claim raised the “risk of duplicate recoveries on one hand, or the danger of complex apportionment of damages on the other.”\textsuperscript{444} Additionally, the Court expressed concern that allowing the union’s complaint would mean that “the District Court would face problems of identifying damages and apportioning them among directly victimized contractors and subcontractors and indirectly affected employees and union entities,” which might render the litigation unmanageable.\textsuperscript{445}

In a subsequent decision, \textit{Holmes v. Securities Investor Protection Corporation}, the Supreme Court applied this standard to a claim brought under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO).\textsuperscript{446} There, the Court held that an entity obligated to reimbursed economically injured broker-dealers could not demonstrate proximate cause.\textsuperscript{447} Despite legislative history suggesting that RICO should be liberally construed to effectuate its remedial purpose, the court determined that the plaintiff must demonstrate a “direct relation between the injury asserted and the injurious conduct alleged.”\textsuperscript{448} Primarily, the Court relied on the \textit{Associated General Contractors} Court’s direct harm analysis because Congress had drafted the RICO statute based on the Clayton Act.\textsuperscript{449}

The \textit{Holmes} Court found that the plaintiff was unable to prove a sufficiently direct injury.\textsuperscript{450} In addition to relying on statutory policies, the Court invoked some policies derived from the common law.\textsuperscript{451} As the \textit{Holmes} Court observed, in the case of those indirectly harmed, it would be difficult to trace whether the plaintiff’s harm was due to other causes, such as “the broker-dealers’ poor business practices or their failures to anticipate developments in the financial markets.”\textsuperscript{452} The Court emphasized that those who were more directly injured had sufficient incentives to bring suit to remedy their losses, alleviating the concern that tortious conduct would occur without consequence.\textsuperscript{453} Critically, the Court recognized that the defendant had limited resources and that to allow those indirectly injured to recover might deprive the directly injured of any

\textsuperscript{443} \textit{Id.} at 542-43, 545.

\textsuperscript{444} \textit{Id.} at 543-44.

\textsuperscript{445} \textit{Id.} at 545.


\textsuperscript{447} \textit{Id.} at 276.
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\textsuperscript{449} \textit{Id.} at 267-68.

\textsuperscript{450} \textit{Id.} at 276.

\textsuperscript{451} \textit{Id.} at 268.

\textsuperscript{452} \textit{Id.} at 272-73.

\textsuperscript{453} \textit{Id.} at 273 (“[T]hose directly injured . . . could be counted on to bring suit for the law’s vindication.”).
compensation.\footnote{Id. at 274.} Further, as the \textit{Holmes} Court explained, beyond this, the “claims of the indirectly injured would force courts to adopt complicated rules apportioning damages among plaintiffs removed at different levels of injury from the violative acts, to obviate the risk of multiple recoveries.”\footnote{Id. at 269.}

These same policy considerations were examined at length in another RICO case, \textit{Anza v. Ideal Steel Supply Corp.}\footnote{Anza v. Ideal Steel Supply Corp., 547 U.S. 451, 458-60 (2006).} The plaintiff Ideal, a company that supplies equipment for making steel, challenged the actions of its competitor National.\footnote{Id. at 453-54.} Ideal alleged that National violated RICO by selling products tax-free to customers who paid cash, which amounted to a price discount.\footnote{Id. at 454.} According to Ideal, National then mis-reported its tax earnings by submitting fraudulent tax returns to the New York State Department of Taxation and Finance to conceal these transactions.\footnote{Id.} Applying the \textit{Holmes} standard, the Court ruled that Ideal could not establish proximate cause for its lost sales due to price competition from National’s tax-free policy for customers who paid cash.\footnote{Id. at 457.} The \textit{Anza} Court explained that the directly injured entity was the state of New York and that there were numerous policy reasons for denying relief to Ideal.\footnote{Id. at 458.} The Court observed “[o]ne motivating principle is the difficulty that can arise when a court attempts to ascertain the damages caused by some remote action.”\footnote{Id.} In a passage that evokes Andrews’ \textit{Palsgraf} dissent, the \textit{Anza} Court noted that ascertaining damages for those who were indirectly harmed posed almost insurmountable problems.\footnote{See id. at 466-67.} For example, the Court explained that “Ideal’s lost sales could have resulted from factors other than petitioners’ alleged acts of fraud. Businesses lose and gain customers for many reasons, and it would require a complex assessment to establish what portion of Ideal’s lost sales were the product of National’s decreased prices.”\footnote{Id. at 459.}

In \textit{Lexmark v. Static Control Systems}, the Court considered whether a manufacturer of parts used to refurbish Lexmark’s ink toner cartridges had standing to bring a federal false advertising claim.\footnote{Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118, 118 (2014).} Static Control’s allegations targeted Lexmark’s “Prebate” program, which offered customers a twenty percent discount, so long as the customer agreed to return the cartridge after it was spent.\footnote{Id. at 121.} As a supplier of parts to entities that refurbished cartridges, the
plaintiff’s business depended on customer’s willingness to purchase refurbished cartridges.\textsuperscript{467} Static Control alleged that, through the Prebate program, Lexmark made misrepresentations to consumers and that Lexmark cartridges purchased through the Prebate program could not lawfully be refurbished.\textsuperscript{468} Also, Lexmark sent letters to refurbishers stating that it was illegal to sell refurbished toner cartridges that use Static Control’s parts.\textsuperscript{469}

The \textit{Lexmark} Court considered whether Lexmark’s alleged misrepresentations proximately caused Static Control’s alleged harm.\textsuperscript{470} It explained that this inquiry “is controlled by the nature of the statutory cause of action.”\textsuperscript{471} In concluding that Static Control’s allegations met the standard, the Court focused on multiple areas of inquiry. First, the plaintiff’s harm must be within the scope of the rights protected by the statute.\textsuperscript{472} Second, the defendant’s conduct must be the proximate cause of the alleged injuries — that is, the injuries must have a sufficiently close connection to the conduct prohibited by the statute.\textsuperscript{473} In Lanham Act false advertising cases, this standard is met if a competitor’s injuries included sales that were lost because of the defendant’s misrepresentation.\textsuperscript{474} Additionally, the \textit{Lexmark} Court stated that reputational harms that stemmed from the defendant’s statements were actionable under false advertising law.\textsuperscript{475} With respect to this factor, the Court observed “[w]hen a defendant harms a plaintiff’s reputation by casting aspersions on its business, the plaintiff’s injury flows directly from the audience’s belief in the disparaging statements.”\textsuperscript{476} The Court noted that, according to the plaintiff’s allegations, the defendant’s statements implied that Static Control’s customers were engaged in illegal activity.\textsuperscript{477} The Court reasoned that, where consumers ceased to buy refurbished cartridges based on these misrepresentations, the plaintiff’s harm would be a sufficiently direct to impact Static Control’s sale of parts and

\textsuperscript{467} \textit{Id.} at 123.

\textsuperscript{468} \textit{Id.} at 122-23 (summarizing Static Control’s claims stating “it alleged that through its Prebate program Lexmark ‘purposefully misleads end-users’ to believe that they are legally bound by the Prebate terms and are thus required to return the Prebate-labeled cartridge to Lexmark after a single use.”).

\textsuperscript{469} \textit{Id.} at 123.

\textsuperscript{470} \textit{Id.} at 126.

\textsuperscript{471} \textit{Id.} at 133.

\textsuperscript{472} \textit{Id.} at 137 (“The relevant question . . . is whether [the plaintiff’s interest] is one the Lanham Act protects”). The Court stated that the plaintiff met the requirement for this element by alleging that it was “a perso[n] engaged in commerce within the control of Congress’ whose position in the marketplace has been damaged by Lexmark’s false advertising § 1127.” and that “[t]here is no doubt that it is within the zone of interests protected by the statute.” \textit{Id.} (internal quotation marks omitted).

\textsuperscript{473} \textit{Id.} at 132.

\textsuperscript{474} \textit{Id.} at 140.

\textsuperscript{475} \textit{Id.} at 133.

\textsuperscript{476} \textit{Id.} at 138.

\textsuperscript{477} See \textit{id.} at 122-23.
therefore harm the plaintiff’s income.\textsuperscript{478} Certainly, the Court could not have allowed consumers to directly recover in a false advertising case, because that cause of action does not allow consumers standing to bring suit.\textsuperscript{479} Nonetheless, the Court expanded the ability to demonstrate proximate cause beyond competitors and allowed this parts supplier to demonstrate harm by extending directness to encompass anything that was not “‘too remote’ from the defendant’s unlawful conduct.”\textsuperscript{480}

In contrast, in \textit{CSX Transportation v. McBride}, the Supreme Court applied a relaxed proximate cause standard for negligence claims filed under the Federal Employers’ Liability Act (FELA).\textsuperscript{481} The relevant section of this act allows employees to recover from railroads for personal injuries or deaths that result “in whole or in part from [carrier] negligence.”\textsuperscript{482} The Court’s analysis relied on a combination of reasons, including the statute’s “in whole or in part” language.\textsuperscript{483} The Court construed this language to expand recovery compared to common law proximate cause, and relied on Congress’ intent to enact FELA with humanitarian and remedial goals.\textsuperscript{484} Ultimately, the \textit{CSX Transportation} Court found that the jury’s “common sense” was the primary limit on compensating workers’ injuries.\textsuperscript{485} This relaxed standard allows compensation for a broader class of harms compared to common law negligence cases.\textsuperscript{486} As the statute limits recovery to federal employees injured on the job, the court found that proximate cause did not add any further limitation on the type of plaintiff who could recover.\textsuperscript{487} Throughout, the opinion relies on a close reading of the statute to form the iteration of proximate cause in the FELA context.\textsuperscript{488} Unlike many other statutory proximate cause cases which draw heavily on common law principles drawn from negligence cases, \textit{CSX Transportation}
deeply embeds the legislative structure and language throughout the legal standard in a comprehensive manner.

VII. PROXIMATE CAUSE AND THE PATENT SYSTEM

A. Background

The Supreme Court’s presumption for proximate cause applies to patent cases.\textsuperscript{489} The word “compensate,” long used in the common law to include proximate cause, together with the objective of the compensation (“use made of the invention”) suggests a necessary link between the plaintiff’s harm and the monetary award.\textsuperscript{490} Some nineteenth century cases use language that suggests that proximate cause was considered in awarding damages.\textsuperscript{491} In the Federal Circuit’s \textit{Rite Hite} decision, the court expressly discussed proximate cause as a governing principle for lost profit awards.\textsuperscript{492} Most recently, the Supreme Court’s 2018 \textit{WesternGeco} opinion refers to proximate cause as an issue that could limit the reach of lost profits damages.\textsuperscript{493} As part of a larger trend of the Court’s presumption that proximate cause is to be read into all federal statutory causes of action, express consideration of this element in the patent system for all forms of monetary recovery is overdue.

The Federal Circuit’s \textit{Rite-Hite} majority includes a mix of terminology in describing the form that proximate cause might take, in a manner consistent with the \textit{Pepsi-Cola} negligence case discussed previously.\textsuperscript{494} Although the decision characterizes proximate cause as a matter of foreseeability, the opinion proceeds to discuss that “[s]uch labels have been judicial tools used to limit legal

\textsuperscript{489} \textit{See} Lexmark Intern., Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118, 132 (2014) (“We generally presume that a statutory cause of action is limited to plaintiffs whose injuries are proximately caused by violations of the statute.”).

\textsuperscript{490} 35 U.S.C. § 284 (2012) (“Upon finding for the claimant the court shall award the claimant damages adequate to compensate for the infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty for the use made of the invention by the infringer.”). \textit{See also} Lucent Techs., Inc. v. Gateway, Inc., 580 F.3d 1301, 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (“[A]warding damages through litigation attempts to assess the difference between [the patentee’s] pecuniary condition after the infringement, and what his condition would have been if the infringement had not occurred.”) (citing Yale Lock Mfg. Co. v. Sargent, 117 U.S. 536, 552 (1886)).

\textsuperscript{491} Carter v. Baker, 5 F. Cas. 195, 202 (C.C.D. Cal. 1871) (“Their profits must be the direct and legitimate fruits of that patent. They may have sustained damages from this source, but they are too remote. . . . It rarely happens, that all the damages, incidental and remote, resulting from a wrongful act, are permitted to be recovered by the law.”); Buerk v. Imhaeuser, 4 F. Cas. 594, 595 (S.D.N.Y. 1876) (“The damages in such a case must be confined to the direct and immediate consequences of the infringement, and not embrace those which are both remote and conjectural.”).


\textsuperscript{493} \textit{WesternGeco III}, 138 S. Ct. 2129, 2139 n.3 (2018).

\textsuperscript{494} \textit{See supra} note 329 and accompanying text.
responsibility for the consequences of one’s conduct that are too remote to justify compensation.”\textsuperscript{495} The court therefore appears to rely on both foreseeability and the direct/remote consequences test by using verbiage suggesting that it considers proximate cause to be, as a policy matter, a doctrine used to address the “background question [of] whether the asserted injury is of the type for which the patentee may be compensated.”\textsuperscript{496} This nuanced point is key. As the \textit{Rite Hite} court recognized, proximate cause is a tool that the judiciary can use to properly implement the purposes of patent law, observing that “judicial relief cannot redress every conceivable harm that can be traced to an alleged wrongdoing.”\textsuperscript{497} As the court explained, “[t]he general principles expressed in the common law tell us that the question of legal compensability is one to be determined on the facts of each case upon mixed considerations of logic, common sense, justice, policy and precedent.”\textsuperscript{498}

\textbf{B. Doctrinal Considerations}

As previously described, proximate cause has two doctrinal dimensions — factual cause (or cause in fact) and proximate cause. Although not significant in all cases, in some circumstances the doctrine would allow the system to better align damage awards with the purpose of the law. Perhaps because they are faced with evidentiary standards that require more demanding economic standards of proof in accordance with the \textit{Daubert} standards, patentees have sought ever-widening theories of recovery over the past several years.\textsuperscript{499} Significant here, some rely on incomplete statements of proximate cause, such as the proximate cause concept of harm that follows in a “natural and unbroken” sequence from the original infringement.\textsuperscript{500} In other words, some companies have asserted the right to relief from damages that “inexorably flow” from the infringement.\textsuperscript{501} This parallels the patentee’s argument in \textit{Power Integrations I}, which sought to expand liability to worldwide activity as a foreseeable consequence of domestic
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\item \textsuperscript{495} \textit{Rite-Hite}, 56 F.3d at 1546 (emphasis added).
\item \textsuperscript{496} \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{497} \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{498} \textit{Id}. at 1547 (internal quotations omitted) (citation omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{499} See, e.g., Halo Elecs., Inc. v. Pulse Elecs., Inc., 831 F.3d 1369, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2016); Carnegie Mellon Univ. v. Marvell Tech. Grp., 807 F.3d 1283, 1288 (Fed. Cir. 2015); \textit{Power Integrations I}, 711 F.3d 1348, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
\item \textsuperscript{500} See, e.g., Edwards ex rel. Fryover v. Anderson Eng’g, Inc., 251 P.3d 660, 664 (Kan. Ct. App. 2011) (“Proximate cause is cause which in natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by an efficient intervening cause, produces the injury, and without which the injury would not have occurred, the injury being the natural and probable consequences of the wrongful act”) (citation omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{501} Mars, Inc. v. TruRX LLC, No. 6:13-cv-526-RWS-KNM, at 11 (E.D. Tex. 2016) (parent company seeking damages from infringement of subsidiary’s patent, alleging compensation for all harms that “inexorably flow to the parent/patentee – even if the subsidiary is not a party to the litigation”).
\end{itemize}
infringement.\textsuperscript{502} Perhaps some courts view these theories with some skepticism because they rely on incomplete statements of proximate cause. Specifically, these efforts omit all of the \textit{limitations} that are central to the proximate cause inquiry. By relying on expansive language alone, these efforts stand on flawed doctrinal grounds. To fully implement the doctrine, consideration of its limitations must be incorporated.

As \textit{CSX Transportation v. McBride} suggests, the doctrine operates best when the fundamental structure of proximate cause doctrine is modified to fit the relevant statute.\textsuperscript{503} Application of proximate cause, as it exists in negligence law, would be a poor fit to further the purposes of the patent system. This is especially so when one considers that intangible information and the dynamics of the commercial innovative context is distinct from the principles governing physical injury. Certainly, proximate cause holds significant promise to open a policy space for the patent system to address a number of issues that have remained unresolved. Delivery of this promise depends on the law’s willingness to adapt the law to the patent context.

One question arises as to the proper form of inquiry. If the negligence standard and the Federal Circuit’s \textit{Rite-Hite} are any guide, both foreseeability and the directness standard might be sufficiently malleable to accommodate the policy drivers for patent cases or even a mix of the two.\textsuperscript{504} Notably, with some exceptions, the general trend in Supreme Court cases has relied on the directness standard, or according to \textit{Lexmark} the “not too remote” standard.\textsuperscript{505} This standard appears to be better suited to commercial cases, which are distinct from negligence law’s foreseeability framework.\textsuperscript{506} Relying on the foreseeability standard in statutory causes of action alone might pull decision-makers toward using negligence precedent, which has little relevance to the patent context.\textsuperscript{507} Additionally, the factual circumstances that give rise to liability in the commercial context, which include false advertising, antitrust and patent law, are more alike when compared to the wide-ranging and unpredictable possibilities that give rise to negligence claims. Thus, the directness standard may more appropriate for commercially-based torts.\textsuperscript{508}

\textsuperscript{502} See \textit{Power Integrations I}, 711 F.3d at 1371.
\textsuperscript{504} See \textit{Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co.}, 56 F.3d 1538, 1546 (1995) (stating “[f]or example, remote consequences . . . caused indirectly by infringement are not compensable” and “the reasonable limits of liability encompassed by general principles of law can best be viewed in terms of reasonable, objective foreseeability”) (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{505} See, e.g., \textit{Lexmark}, 572 U.S. at 133.
\textsuperscript{506} \textit{Id.} at 122-33.
\textsuperscript{508} Timothy R. Holbrook, \textit{Extraterritoriality and Proximate Cause after WesternGeco}, 21 YALE J.L. & TECH. 189, 226 (2019) (observing that “the blanket ‘foreseeability’ test is prone to abuse. Indeed, it is an ever-changing standard.”).
Applying proximate cause to the patent system’s purposes presents some challenges. As a practical matter, the purpose of the patent system has not been consistently articulated. Although the constitutional aim is broadly stated “to promote the [p]rogress of [s]cience and useful [a]rts,” modern sources cite the system’s potential to drive innovation, job growth, and a successful economy. Alternatives consider the distributive and social justice aspects of the system. As a practical matter, rights holder use patents to license, create new forms of revenue, securitize assets, create defensive portfolios, and as reputational signals to facilitate business transactions. Further, companies use patents to capture the value of their research and development, which is useful for acquisitions and
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Resolving the conflicts between these different goals of the patent system is beyond the scope of this piece. Nonetheless, one must keep in mind that one or any of these goals could potentially drive policy results through the mechanism of proximate cause.

VIII. RESOLVING PARTICULAR PROBLEMS IN PATENT LAW

A. International Considerations and the Scope of the Statute

As an initial matter, given the strong policy against the extraterritoriality of the application of U.S. patent rights, the Supreme Court’s suggestion that proximate cause might limit liability for extraterritorial infringement appears sound. The doctrine provides a useful platform to terminate liability for factual circumstances like those in WesternGeco. Generally, foreign sales activities are outside the scope of a domestic patent. As previously noted, whether a plaintiff can establish any legally cognizable harm for the use of a U.S. patent for overseas activity is arguable. In U.S. law, two hundred years of precedent upholding the principles that U.S. patent rights are territorial, absent compliance with one of the statutory exceptions. To the extent that the scope of the statute inquiry is taken seriously in the proximate cause inquiry, as least as seriously as it in negligence law, this inquiry would terminate liability for ION’s overseas activity under the “harm outside the scope of the risk” rule. Alternatively, cause in fact might trim the foreign contracts from the analysis because they are not legally cognizable harms. To the extent that patentees seek recovery for such activity, their options include using patents filed internationally to prevent such conduct.

Significantly, there is a distinction between the act of “making” an infringing machine domestically under section 271(a) and the follow-on international sales from the use of the machines abroad. In WesternGeco, ION was liable for the domestic manufacture of the infringing machines and was liable for a reasonable royalty for that activity. The patentee sought additional lost profits damages for the contracts that were international in scope. Here, the patentee received full compensation for all direct harms from the infringement in the form of a reasonable royalty. Under the standard proximate cause analysis, the harm from the performance of overseas contacts is an indirect harm under patent law particularly given the harms to the system which flow from awarding damages for overseas activities through such mechanisms as the intervening, superseding
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cause. In other words, this act represents a point where proximate cause can cut off the causal chain of claimed damages.

This principle can be applied to the facts of the WesternGeco case. There, the jury had awarded WesternGeco lost profits from contracts that ION had performed abroad using components assembled from parts shipped overseas from the U.S.\(^5\) The Supreme Court reasoned that these sales were causally connected to the U.S.-based infringing conduct of manufacturing the parts domestically for assembly abroad, which constitute infringing acts under section 271(f).\(^5\) Yet, considering the presumption against the extraterritorial application of U.S. patent law abroad as detailed in the Microsoft decision,\(^5\) the contracts performed might be struck from the judgment because they constitute an indirect harm. Thus, as conduct crosses over into areas of the world with their own sovereign patent law, such conduct might be viewed as subject to an intervening, superseding act as it crosses outside the U.S. territory. Alternatively, extraterritorial harms might be viewed as outside the scope of the risk of the infringement of a U.S. patent. If decisions such as the Supreme Court’s Microsoft case — which was part of a centuries-long tradition of applying a presumption against the extra territorial reach of U.S. patent law — mean what they say, a reasoned application of proximate cause would cut off liability activities which occur off U.S. shores.

Similarly, this mechanism can also be used to address Power Integrations I, in which the patentee claimed entitlement to damages based on worldwide sales under section 271(a).\(^5\) To the extent that reliance on this infringement subsection is sustainable, proximate cause can cut off liability for foreign sales. As a practical matter, the patentee’s ability to obtain patents overseas under the TRIPS Agreement provides an ample remedy for offshore activity. As in the above example, reliance on either the lack of a cognizable harm, or the scope of the risk doctrine, are sufficient to terminate liability in that instance.

**B. Social Value: Internalizing the Benefits of Innovation**

The negligence system’s goal is to impose a just level of compensation that creates incentives to engage in an optimal level of risk.\(^5\) Recovery is not intended to maximize recovery for all plaintiffs regardless of the strength or justness of the claim. In the negligence context, it has been recognized that proximate cause operates as an important doctrine because “unless liability is limited in some way, people will avoid the activities in which their own breach of duty is predictably likely or especially costly, even if these activities are
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\(^5\) Power Integrations I, 711 F.3d 1348, 1370-71 (Fed. Cir. 2013).

\(^5\) See Grady, supra note 230, at 316, 321.
valuable to them and to the community. Similarly, proximate cause for statutory torts is used to accomplish a number of goals associated with the relevant cause of action.

Currently, patent law awards damages aimed to award the full value of the infringed technology. By focusing on compensation and deterrence, the patent system does not account for any net social benefit in the infringement analysis, whether explicitly or implicitly. In patent litigation, liability is imposed under standards akin to strict liability against those who have no actual notice of infringement. A defendant’s mens rea is not an element, at least not for a direct infringement claim. Because of high search costs and fuzzy claim boundaries, even the most careful innovator may incur infringement liability.

In other words, even the most careful innovators may find that they are systematically subject to patent infringement liability.

As a practical matter, some infringing conduct has both negative (infringing) impacts as well as positive (non-infringing) components. Particularly for multi-component products, the infringing portion may be minor or an insignificant to the overall operation of the device. In such cases, the heavy transaction costs and damages figures may discourage innovators from including features with positive social impact. In some cases, proximate cause may be implemented toward a closer alignment between the law’s purpose and the availability of monetary relief, particularly in close cases. In particular, this may occur where the plaintiff’s contribution to the defendant’s implementation is minimal and the social benefits of the defendant’s infringement is significant and its social value predominates in the infringing implementation.

Beyond this, the implementation of proximate cause creates a policy space for fact-finders to consider the broader social benefits of the defendant’s conduct. In other words, although an individual plaintiff may be harmed by the defendant’s conduct, this activity might give rise to positive externalities that render full liability unjust. At present, the violation of the patentee’s rights is the beginning and the end of the damages inquiry. The fact that a defendant’s
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conduct infringes the patent has been considered sufficiently blameworthy to crowd out all other considerations. Yet proximate cause theorists, including Gilead and Green, have recognized the importance of relying on proximate cause standards to allow defendants to internalize the social value of their conduct where the standards permit.\(^5\) Patent law can directly borrow the proximate cause principle for prevention of injustices that threaten to harm the social good. In such circumstances, it might be said that the harm to the plaintiff is too insubstantial to be a cause of the harm.

There are some available models to frame the examination of social value in patent law. For example, to the extent that a defendant has added inventive elements to an infringing design, literature examining the social value of patents provides useful insight into the social benefits of intangibles.\(^6\) In this vein, an infringing implementation that evidences an overwhelming level of inventive activity compared to an infringing aspect will be in a materially different position than copyists who add little to nothing. According to this literature, the positive externalities of this activity might also include examples that further social goals, including innovations that reduce the use of hazardous chemicals, provide environmental benefits or assist the economically disadvantaged.\(^7\) Each of these examples includes implementations that have both a private benefit to the producer (as these products and services are sold for profit), as well as a public benefit that does not inure solely to the originator but to the public as a whole.

As has been recognized in the negligence context, the patentee’s individual harm may be at variance with the social value of the claimed invention in the patent context.\(^8\) Although a patentee may be harmed by a defendant’s patent infringement, even a patentee may obtain some benefits through the infringement. For example, the defendant’s sales of an infringing product may further adoption of a particular industry standard that the plaintiff seeks to spread. In that instance, the infringement may deliver a mix of harms and benefits. Proximate cause provides a doctrinal platform for the consideration of these factors. In such instances, it may be appropriate to use proximate cause to terminate liability using one of the many tools of proximate cause. For example, to the extent that the factual scenario mirrors those of the WesternGeco opinion, liability for overseas conduct might be terminated. Where the plaintiff’s benefits from the infringement outweighs his or her harms, such damages might be considered to be beyond the nature of the statutory cause of action.\(^9\) In other

\(^{5}\) Gilead & Green, supra note 230, at 1536.


words, a patentee whose business interests are furthered more than harmed by the defendant’s infringement might not establish a patent harm. This becomes an application of the policy that defines the scope of the relevant interest and stake in light of the law’s purposes. Just as some harms are not considered “antitrust harms” where violations of those laws are at issue, in the patent context the courts should reserve the ability to define whether a patentee’s asserted harm fits within the scope and purpose of the statute.

Such results might be particularly appropriate where the plaintiff’s contribution to the infringing device or process is minimal and the infringing implementation represents a significant innovative improvement. This may occur where the patent infringement is limited to a small portion of a multi-feature product. Under the current law, a patentee who seeks monetary damages against a defendant’s multi-feature product is limited to the value of the portion of the infringing device that incorporates the patented features. In other words, it has long been the law that the patentee:

[M]ust in every case give evidence tending to separate or apportion the defendant’s profits and the patentee’s damages between the patented feature and the unpatented features, and such evidence must be reliable and tangible, and not conjectural or speculative; or he must show, by equally reliable and satisfactory evidence, that the profits and damages are to be calculated on the whole machine, for the reason that the entire value of the whole machine, as a marketable article, is properly and legally attributable to the patented feature.

Although a simple product might incorporate only a few features, some incorporate thousands. For example, the average cell phone includes multiple hardware and software components that perform numerous complex tasks. A patentee’s right may extend to a remarkably small component within a much larger feature set. At the same time, the infringing implementation might
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evidence significant social benefit that, under the current state of the law, is not considered. This state of affairs might be an impediment for innovative companies to create products, even though doing so creates significant social benefits. In such cases, a patentee’s claim that it would have garnered a significant royalty might be trimmed, perhaps to nominal figure, given the purpose of the patent laws.

Proximate cause can serve as a policy lever where the infringing product or process generates a substantial social benefit, particularly where patentee has minimal technological contribution. The patent system should consider treating non-willful infringers that create implementations which generate social goods, including public goods, in light of its goals. Integrating proximate cause into the liability analysis can serve to direct the outcome of individual cases. In cases at the margins, there is room for policy to operate to more tightly align monetary damages with the purpose of the law. Just as the legal system forces defendants to internalize the costs of their conduct, proximate cause might allow some defendants to internalize the benefits as well. Moreover, this aspect of proximate cause can push patent law toward accomplishing social good, as the system was ultimately intended to do.

C. Apportionment and the Multiple Plaintiff Problem

As previously described, a patentee is entitled to recover damages for the use of the claimed invention. Yet some devices incorporate multiple features, which raises the possibility that multiple patentees will claim infringement for different functions or portions of the same accused device or process. In theory, each plaintiff would seek and obtain their individual share of recovery. Yet there is no central coordinating oversight mechanism that assures a fair result under those conditions. As a practical matter, each patentee will time their lawsuit for their own convenience and financial advantage. There is no requirement that all patentees claiming the right to recover against the same apparatus or process file suit such that they are all before the court at the same time. This circumstance raises the problem that a defendant must pay overlapping amounts toward multiple plaintiffs through rounds of liability trials.

Further, patent royalty damages are not capped by the courts. Any single jury is entitled to determine the value of the invention as embodied by the infringing implementation, without regard for any earlier or later judgement awarded to other patentees who filed suit with patents of their own. Assuming that the defendant has finite resources, patentees who sue earlier are more likely to recover the amount of the judgment compared to those who sue later after the defendant’s funds are exhausted.

Conditions created by the admissibility standards suggest that each of these awards may lead to overcompensation on the plaintiffs’ side. As a practical
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matter, the courts do not demand precision. Although in theory, the plaintiff’s recovery would be limited to the value of the technology, as a practical matter the courts admit that they “have long acknowledged that any reasonable royalty analysis necessarily involves an element of approximation and uncertainty.” The patentee’s proffered royalty is approximate at best and skewed to maximize recovery. The courts permit a broad range of evidence to be considered. For example, in one case a patentee was permitted to submit comparable licenses relevant to value of the patented technology as evidence of the appropriate royalty base despite the fact that at least one post-dated the relevant time period by two years, did not involve the patents-in-suit and failed to disaggregate non-patent related services from the technology at issue. More generally, the controlling test for determining the reasonable royalty amount has been criticized as delivering inaccurate results.

Juries, when presented with these damage estimates, are not well-equipped to fix damages figures with exactness. For infringement allegations that focus on infringing portions of multicomponent products, patentees are not required to isolate the feature that incorporates the patent with precision; rather, this estimate may be approximate. As the Federal Circuit has explained “we have never required absolute precision in this task; on the contrary, it is well-understood that this process may involve some degree of approximation and uncertainty.” Each patentee, acting rationally to maximize their recovery in a lawsuit, would err on the side of over-inclusivity. In other words, if ten patentees seek recovery for infringement of ten different components of a single multi-
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547 Id. at 1328.
function product, in the aggregate these patentees are quite likely to recover more than the total value of the infringed technology in the aggregate.

To the extent that overcompensation occurs in these circumstances, attempting to award damages on a seriatim basis resembles a pie, where every slice is slightly larger than it should be. As one source recognized for multicomponent products, “[i]n many situations, patentees are overcompensated — and socially valuable, but potentially infringing, commercialization is over deterred — as a result.”548 Although in theory, better apportionment rules could eliminate this issue, a solution has not been forthcoming. As Shavell’s work establishes in the tort context, correction at the proximate cause stage is needed to properly balance the purposes of patent law and to foster new invention.549 By imposing a heavy burden on those who have infringed, particularly where such infringement is not willful, patent law’s purpose of fostering new innovation cannot be met. A policy space that incorporates proximate cause is needed. Just as the Pittsburg Reduction court placed liability on the most culpable actor, proximate cause can be used in a similar manner to maximize incentives to avoid patent infringement.

Beyond all of this, a plaintiff may establish a higher royalty based on sales of the full value of the infringing product under the entire market value rule.550 This plaintiff’s royalty is based on a percentage of the price of the entire product.551 When this rule is applied, a patentee may recover based on the value of an entire apparatus or system that contains several features or components “where the patented feature creates the basis for customer demand or substantially creates the value of the component parts.”552 Essentially, this rule operates as an exception to the rule that the patentee’s recovery is limited to the contribution of the patented component in a multi-component implementation. As one court explains, “[t]he entire market value rule indeed permits damages on technology beyond the scope of the claimed invention.”553 Logically, “if a patentee wins an entire market value rule case, no other patentee should be able to recover any damages based on the sale of the same product.”554 Yet there are currently no mechanisms in patent law which prevents this circumstance from occurring.555

549 Shavell, supra note 210, at 489.
550 LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Computer, Inc., 694 F.3d 51, 67–68 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (discussing the application of the entire market value rule, stating “in any case involving multi-component products, patentees may not calculate damages based on sales of the entire product, as opposed to the smallest salable patent-practicing unit, without showing that the demand for the entire product is attributable to the patented feature.”).
551 See VirnetX, 767 F.3d at 1329 (describing the application of the rule).
553 VirnetX, 767 F.3d at 1327 (citations omitted).
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For multi-component products, the totality of these circumstances can create the potential for overlapping liability that will weigh heavily on a single defendant. This might exhaust the defendant’s resources or, at a minimum, result in an outsized total liability. These possibilities raise some of the same apportionment and line-drawing problems identified by the Associated General Contractors Court as significant reasons to find that proximate cause is not met. As that court identified, proximate cause can be used to alleviate “the danger of complex apportionment of damages on the other.”

As Associated General Contractors suggests, proximate cause may assist to resolve the multiple plaintiff problem. Given the potential for overlap in recovery, particularly if each award is inflated, an infringer is subject to multiple rounds of liability pays more than the conduct warrants. The current admissibility standards tolerate approximation and estimation. If one feature warrants application of the entire market value rule, all earlier awards on individual component parts are not reduced by that finding. A defendant’s total liability should be subject to more careful apportionment principles, particularly if the defendant’s implementation evidences the creation of social benefits. Just as negligence law does not ask for the elimination of all risk but rather optimal risk, the patent system should not create circumstances that unduly burden innovators, particularly those that infringe without notice of the patent in suit. Yet complex calculations that guard against the possibility of future judgments are, as a practical matter, extremely difficult — if not impossible — to make.

These concerns highlight a special role for proximate cause where liability for multifunctional products are the subject of liability actions brought by multiple parties who are not before the court at the same time.

As a practical matter, proximate cause can be used to terminate liability in particular kinds of cases to minimize these concerns. For example, in some instances a defendant’s conduct with respect to a particular infringement feature may be indirect compared to others who might bear direct responsibility for the infringement. In others, the infringement may concern a de minimis feature which imposes onerous liability considering the nature of the infringing implementation. For this component, other policy concerns of patent law can be integrated into the analysis. In appropriate cases, this can integrate consideration of the social value of the infringing implementation.

D. Consumer Lawsuits

Sources have documented a practice wherein patentees sue all parties who might be engaging in infringement. This practice is possible because the patent system defines infringement as “mak[ing], us[ing], offer[ing] to sell, or sell[ing] any patented invention, within the United States or import[ing] into the United States any patented invention.” Additionally, relief for other forms of activity


are authorized, including for the indirect infringement of the claim. In a typical supply chain, one entity is responsible for “making” an infringing device, “selling” and “offering to sell” is done by a retailer, and consumers who purchase the product “use” the patented invention in the products or services that they purchase. These are treated as separate acts of infringement. On that basis, some patentees assert claims again anyone who engages in any of this activity, despite the fact that all lawsuits relate to the making, selling and use of the same device.

Patentees who seek to maximize the revenue obtainable from patent lawsuits and associated settlements have used the rules to file lawsuits against small companies, retailers and consumers who use the patented technology in addition to, or instead of, deeper-pocketed manufacturers. These consumer suits maximize the patent holder’s revenue by collecting nuisance settlement amounts from more resource-constrained parties who would rather pay quickly than pay for the full cost of defense. From the patentee’s perspective “serial nuisance filings against resellers or users quickly become more profitable than litigating on the merits against the original manufacturer.” These settlements lead to revenue without the risk of invalidity challenges that manufacturers have the incentives to raise in court challenges that proceed through summary judgment and trial.

Suits against consumers raise a plethora of thorny damages issues, including the potential overlapping and duplicative recovery. As described in the prior section, there is no assurance that the patentee’s recovery will necessarily reflect an accurate value of the patented technology. This is even more extreme for consumer suits because one of the primary reasons that patentees pursue small entities and customers is to obtain fast, early settlements that reflect a discount on the cost of litigation rather than the value of the technology. Even if some cases go to trial, as Brian Love and James Yoon point out, these suits are subject to distortive effects that skew monetary recovery upward.

Ideally, the patent system would develop rules to grapple with the total number of damage awards that a patentee obtains to ensure that there is not an aggregate level of overcompensation and to minimize double and overlapping recovery. At present, the patent system’s “current case law fails to achieve a socially optimal balance between patentees’ rights to enforce their patents and
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society’s interest in policing and properly valuing patented inventions.\textsuperscript{566} Instead, the system has not attempted to so in favor of allowing patentees to engage in strategic behavior to maximize more than the value of their patent while minimizing the possibility of invalidation.\textsuperscript{567}

Using proximate cause and the doctrine of intervening cause, this element can do some doctrinal work to minimize these distortions while continuing to compensate the plaintiff for legitimate harms. Many of the policies discussed by the Supreme Court’s \textit{Lexmark} opinion support denying liability determinations to end-user infringers where the more culpable parties are available, including the directness of the plaintiff’s asserted injury, the policy of keeping the scope of trials within judicially manageable limits, and avoiding the risks of duplicative recoveries and complex apportionment.\textsuperscript{568} A plaintiff is capable of obtaining full compensation from manufacturing and sellers may be found to have obtain sufficient compensation for all harm suffered by the infringement. In this circumstance, the making and selling of the infringing good can be determined to be the proximate cause of the injury and the consumer’s uses more remote (and therefore not compensable) causes of the patentee’s harms.\textsuperscript{569} As a policy matter, this allows the court to avoid duplicative and overlapping liability. Although such a determination is highly fact-dependent, as all proximate cause matters are, proximate cause can provide the policy levers necessary to allow patentees to protect their patent rights while policing society’s interest in ensuring proper valuation of inventions.

\textbf{E. On Infringement as a Background Risk of Innovation}

One could argue that proximate cause might be used to sift out particular types of infringement from liability. This includes the concept leverages proximate cause’s function that separates liability based on a defendant’s conduct from background risks. This is based on the concept that, under some circumstances, the process of innovation might inevitably result in patent infringement. Research suggests that infringers are rarely intentional in their infringement of another’s patent.\textsuperscript{570} Other sources maintain that creativity and problem solving, particularly those confronting the most complex problems, includes mental

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{566} \textit{Id.} at 1635.
\item \textsuperscript{567} \textit{See id.} at 1626 (“[W]ithout a strong customer suit exception, strategic strike suit filers have little to fear if they unexpectedly file a large number of suits against customer defendants.”).
\item \textsuperscript{568} \textit{Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc.}, 572 U.S. 118, 133-36 (2014).
\item \textsuperscript{569} \textit{See Dmitry Karshtedt, Causal Responsibility and Patent Infringement, 70 Vand. L. Rev.}, 565, 624-25 (2017) (recognizing that manufacturers may be better positioned to avoid infringement, and therefore cheaper cost avoiders compared to consumers).
\item \textsuperscript{570} Cotropia & Lemley, \textit{supra} note 526, at 1457 (concluding that “copying is . . . rare in patent litigation.”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
processing that operates below the level of consciousness. Inventors, innovators and creators of all kinds use information in their memory, and in some cases without recalling the source of that information. This central point bears emphasis—that is, creative work (including the groundbreaking type) depends on accessing the mind’s subconscious and their memory. In result, this individual may incorporate information that, without realizing it, is patented by another. That is to say, the creative act of idea generation incorporates this risk. In other words, all forms of creativity and innovation integrate the use of another’s information as a background risk. Without reliance on the raw material of information that—at least in part—is generated by others, no creative products can be generated.

In patent law, this risk is complicated by the difficulty of searching and finding whether a new invention might infringe another’s patent. Many patent claims use language that lacks clarity and “can be downright incomprehensible under common sense notions of language.” Authoritative interpretation must be undertaken after trial and appeal.

---

571 See generally Ap Dijksterhuis and Madelijn Strick, A Case for Thinking without Consciousness, 11 PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE 117, 119 (2016) (when problem solving “many important processes related to complex decision making do not seem to require consciousness”); Liane Gabora, Revenge of the “Neurds”: Characterizing Creative Thought in Terms of the Structure and Dynamics of Memory, 22 CREATIVITY RESEARCH J. 1 (2010) (creative individuals are frequently attuned to “stimuli that are perceived but of which one is not conscious of having perceived”).

572 Id. at 5 (“an associative memory contains information that was never explicitly stored there, but that is implicitly present nonetheless due to the ingenious way one’s history of experiences is encoded. It is proposed that this information is accessed in associative thought... enabling one to go beyond what one knows”).

573 Mathias Benedek and Andreas Fink, Toward a Neurocognitive Framework of Creative Cognition: the Role of Memory, Attention, and Cognitive Control, 27 CURRENT OPINION IN BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 116, 117 (2018) (explaining “new ideas do not come ex nihilo, but are thought to arise from meaningful variations and recombination of available knowledge, and combinations of more unrelated concepts hold the promise of particularly creative ideas”) (footnotes omitted).

574 This has particular relevance for copyright claims brought under the theory of subconscious copying. Bright Tunes v. Harrisongs Music, Ltd. 420 F. Supp. 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1976).


576 Robin Feldman, Plain Language Patents 17 TEX. INTELL. PROP. L.J. 289, 293 (2009); see also Harry Surde, Efficient Uncertainty In Patent Interpretation, 68 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1737, 1751 (2011) (“In other words, the legally authoritative meanings of most of the words of the claim are not definitively knowable ex ante, but rather, exist in a probabilistic range of possible scopes.”).

“inherently indeterminate” and “patent attorneys seize on such indeterminacy to excuse infringement or to expand their client’s exclusive rights.”

Attempting to search for potentially infringing patents is expensive for patents in fields outside the pharmaceutical and chemical arts. This circumstance becomes more complicated for plaintiffs who hold patent portfolios. The uncertainty of attempting to understand the coverage for a single patent claim is exponentially more difficult for a portfolio as “the range of each patent cannot be determined without a large investment of time and effort, and any pre-litigation predictions about the scope of a patent may prove incredibly wrong.”

For innovation surrounding an industry standard covered by one or more patents, patent infringement is unavoidable. Although there may be instances where inventors, innovators and other infringe without conscious choice, it must be acknowledged that the current patent system is unlikely to accept the argument that patent infringement operates as a background risk in many industries. The nature of the patent right, particularly for direct infringement, contemplates that it will be successfully asserted against valuable innovative activity. This is true regardless of the level of innovative activity generated, as the Federal Circuit’s jurisprudence concerning common law experimental use demonstrates.

Further, patent law has not yet delved deeply into examining the roots of the process of invention in setting policy. Absent some form of exception, the current rules of permitting patents to be asserted against innovators in traditional patent cases is likely to remain the norm. Nonetheless, this concept might be considered in an appropriate case and therefore warrants discussion here.

CONCLUSION

The Supreme Court’s *WesternGeco* opinion serves as a useful prompt to consider the nature of the causation inquiry for both aspects of proximate cause — that is, cause in fact and proximate cause. Although much of the patent system has not considered these as viable elements of a claim for patent infringement,

---


582 See, e.g., Applera Corp. v. MJ Research, Inc., 311 F. Supp. 2d 293, 296 (D. Conn. 2004) (“The Federal Circuit repeatedly cautions that the judicially created experimental use defense under which defendants here attempt to take refuge continues to exist only in ‘very limited’ and ‘very narrow’ form, and is ‘strictly limited.’”); Madey v. Duke Univ., 307 F.3d 1351, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (stating that any “use in keeping with the legitimate business of the alleged infringer does not qualify for the experimental use defense”).
it is evident that both can undertake important roles to ensure that the system operates in a just manner. At present, there are instances where applying the elements of patent law to particular cases can result in judgments that threaten to chill valuable innovative activity, as well as activity that is beyond the scope of United States law. This result should not be surprising, given that this requirement serves a vital function across other areas of the law that are designed for civil recovery.